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ABSTRACT

Three separate projects are described ín this thesis. The first

chapter deal-s with measuïements of deut,eron vector and tensor analyslng

por^rers (Ay and foy) in the 4He(ãrp)n4tt" reaction. The purpose of thís

work was nainLy to provide deuËeron tensor analysing powers for this

reaction. The vector anal-ysing povlers hrere necessary for comparison

wíth existing data and theoretical cal-cuLations. The work is prompted

by a recent formulation of the deuteron-alpha system as a three-body

problem. This Èheory r,¡as successfuL in describing the elastíc

scattering process. More fnteresting, however' is the case of

deuteron breakup. Here the theory reproduces Èhe proton double

scatteri.ng cross-section (a2On/dQOdEn) in shape and magnitude quite

welL at 15 MeV. The theory hor,¡ever predicts the shape of the deuteron

vector analysing pohTers (Ar) but not Èhe magnitude. This is especially

true at, proton back angles. More recently the angular dístríbuËion of

the tensor analysing po$Iers (TZO, T2y and T22) Ín the vicinÍty of the

final state interaction (FSI) pealc corresponding to Lhe
5__
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shovred dísagreement with theory. Therefore it was decÍded to direct

the present ínvestigation towards the study of as wide a range of the

proton disËríbuËion as possible. It is found that the dÍsagreement

between theory and experiment persists over the entire range of proton

energies and scattering angles investígated. The source of the

disagreement is atËrÍbuted to the.fact that the theory lacks the basic

íngredients necessary for the descripËion of tensor polarisation

observables Ín this reactíon. Some suggestions of further calculaÈions

and experimental measurements necessary to resolve Ehe discrepancy are

made.
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In chapter tslo the subject of síngle-phoEon émíssion fol-l-ovtfng

proton-Índuced doubl-e K-shell ÍonizatÍon is addressed. The

theoretical descrÍption of the process is crítícalIy examined and

the assumptions Ínvolved ín the formulation of the phenomenon are

discussed. Some numerical cal-culatÍons based on existing nodels are

carried out. The results obtained are subjected to an experÍmental test

in a suitably designed experiment. It Ís concluded that the exÍstíng

theory overestimates Ëhe probabÍlity of occurrence of the process. The

experimental result obtained for rubidium sheds sorne light on ¿he

validity of approximation meÈhods suggesLed in the l-iterature Lo

prediet the double ionization probability. The material- covered in

thís chapËer has appeared in Ëhe f.iterature recen¡ly (Al-Ghazí et aL',

L9B2).

The final chapter is a design project. IË deals with the design

and feasibÍlÍty study of a device which may be thought of as a "proLon

microscopett. This device is commonly called a proton microprobe. As

a prel-ude to the design study, the usefulness of K x-rays induced by

20-50 MeV protons as an analytical- tool in the study of medium and

heavy elements ís díscussed. A case is presented for the esËablishment

of a proton microprobe at the UnÍversÍty of l4aniËoba Cyclotron

Laboratory. The design features of such a facilíty and its

specificaLíons are outlined. The immediate appl-ications of the

instrument and its relevance Èo research programs at the University of

Manítoba are sunrmarised. Thís project has been the subject of trvo

publicatÍons ({l-Ghazi and McKe-e , L}BZ and Al-Ghazi ex al', L979) '
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CHAPTER ONE
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1.1. INTRODUCTION

The formul-ation of the three-body problem by Faddeev (1961)

has made the probLem tractabLe. The sÍmplest of three-body systems

ís that of three non-relativistic ídentícal spinless partícles

ínteracting pâir$rise through a tr^ro-body potential. This system has

been successfully solved along the Lines of the Faddeev treatment by

Hurnberstofl et al-", (l-968) , as a f irst st,ep towards understandíng the

rnore fundamenËal problem of three nucl-eons Ínteraetíng through the

nuclear force. Much work has been devoted to this system in the past

twenty years both experímenËally and theoretícally and progress made in

the field has been the subject of many review articles. The clearest

account of the three-body problem in nuclear physics knor'¡n Èo thÍs

author is thar of ÌfcKee (1970). Despite the advances made in the fteld

of three-nucl-eon physics, the three-nucleon system remains a rather

complex one to sËudy. There âre many factors which enter into Íts

formulation; ?auli prÍnciple, spín structure in the initial and fÍnal

staËes, Coulomb effects, etc. On the other extreme the three-boson

system does not yield itself to experimental investigatlon.

Recently, it has been poÍnted out that there aTe several

advantages Ín studying the deuteron-al-pha system as a three-body

system (e.g. Nakamura et al., 1978, Dasgupta et al.r 1980, Koíke' 1980).

In deuteron breakup reactions the final state Ís composed of a (n + o * p).

The alpha particle may be consiclered as a structureless boson up to

30 MeV Ìncident deuteron energy to a goocl appr:oximation. FurLhermore,

the-. distinguishability of all three particles -i-n the final stal-e, the
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reLatíve simpl-icity of the spin structure (1 + 0) of the system and the

fact. that one of the partícl-es (the neutron) is neutral- are added

attractions '

From the experimentaL point of view, the availabil-ity of polarised

deuteron beams fron polarised sources makes it possible to obtain al

vrealËh of information on the (n + o + p) system through the study of

the reaction:

2g * 4uu 
-> 

lH * 4Hu * r, .(1.1)

Having a po1-arised deuteron beam means one can measure polarisation

observables, as r¿el1 as cross sections, in a variety of kínernatical

condit,ions and experimental configurations, concentrating on various

regions of phase space of the three body fÍnal state. The presenË

chapter is a report on measurement of proton vector and tensor analysíng
/, -+ I'

por,rers (4, and Ayy) of the -He(á,p)n-He reaction, carríed out at the

University of Manítoba CyclotrÒn Laboratory, using the po1-arÍsed

deuteron beam available from the Lamb-shift polarísed íon source.

The justification for the present study is presented l-ater in thís

section. Before this task is undertaken attention is drar.¡n to Ëhe

fact that the reaction stated in equation (1.1) is of the type:

A+B _-+ C+D+E . . . (1.2)

It is possible for two of the reactíon products (e"g. C + D) to

rescatter, or inËeract, in the final state, given the right condltions.

Sínce this is of ínterest Ín the presenÈ investigation, as wÍll be

clear very shortly, a few general remarks on final state interactions

are in order. For more details the reader is referred to the trvo
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excellenr revíeü/s of Slobodrían (1971) and McKee (f973).

Figure (1.1) (taken from McKee, 1973 as Ís the discussion of thÍs

paragraph) is a diagramatic representation of equation (f.Z¡. If the

centre of mass kÍnetic energy of the projectí1e is much larger than,

the binding energy of the target constituentsn then the two body

anplitude may be approximated by the free two body scatterÍng amplÍtude.

This ís knor,m as quasifree scat¡eríng (QFS) and is described by the

inpulse approximation (Flgure L.1.a). Final state interaction (FSI)

results when two of the particles produced Ín the fínal state have

very smalL or zero relative momentum (Figure 1.L.b). This is normally

seen as an enhaneement at the high momentum (or energy) edge of the

phase spâce distríbuLíon of the third particle. linally, Ít is

possible for QFS Lo be modified by FSI and this is described in

figure (1.1.c).

It is relevant to note at this poínt that the díscrepancy reported

by Nakamura et al. (f978) between experiment and the modified impulse

approximation predictions for the aff"(ã,p;rr4H* at an incident deuteron

energy of 15 MeV ís, perhaps, Èo be expected since eondition (a)

of figure (1.f) is not fulfill-ed. The disagreement betrveen theory and

experiment is clearly se,en in the cross-section aË pïoton angles larger

than 40o. The behaviour Ín the anal-ysÍng pol^ler is less clear. At

proton angles less than 35o the magnitudes of theoretical and

experimentat results are roughly equal but the shapes are not sírîilar.

For proton laboratory angles in the range of 35o to 650 the-ory and

experiment agfee very rvel-l, while only Èhe shapes of the experimental

analysing po\^7ers are reproduced by the theory. Indeed, it was
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Fisure 1.1 Feynman diagrams representing:

(a) quasi-free scattering (QFS)

(b) final state interaction (or

sequentÍal decay) (FSI)

(c) the modification of quasi-free

scattering bY a final state

interaction

(af ter lulcKee , l-g73)
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Nakamura et 41. (llZa¡ who suggested that a three-body theory app||ed

üo the deuteron breakup on alpha PaflÍcl-es míght describe the system

more successfullY

At the same tíme Koike (1978a) has reported a Faddeev type

formulatÍon of (d + a) elastic scaËterÍng" This author solves the

Amado-Lovelace equatÍons along l-ines briefly descrÍbed in sectÍon

(L.2) of this chapter, predicts phase shifts which are ín reasonable

accord with experimentaLly determined phase shifts and the properties

of the 6ti t* state. charnomordic et al. (Lg77) have ínvestígated the 6l,i

aspect of the (d + s) system in detaÍl and confirm the validity of

the three-body approach. The results of their calculations for (d + cr)

elastic scattering are in good agreement wíth experimental data as far

as the cross-sections go. Qual-ítative agreement between theory and

experiment resulÈs as far as vector analysíng por^/ers are concerned.

The success of Èhe model is limíted in describing the tenso

po1-arisation observables in (d + o(,) elastic scaÈtering.

Koike (1978b) has exrended the three-body model for (d * c)ú)

elastic scatËering to the case of the (n + p + C*) final state. The

predietions are ín general- agreement vrith Ëhe experimental daËa at an

alpha particl-e bombardíng energy of Eo = 15 lleV (resul-ts of Koersner

et al ., ].977) and Eo = 42 l"lev (results of iüarner and Bercaw, l-968).

In these calculatÍons the 2ttlarop¡r, ís studied and the results

reproduce the experímental cross sections. The agreement is especially

good when fínal staÈe interactions of the N*A and n-p are taken ínto

accounE.
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As far as the 1-
+ . 6-.resonance in -LÍ is concerned, the model of

Kolke (1978b) has been compared to the results of Dasgupta et al-. (l-980).

The experimental results cover the energy range g.735 MeV < Eo < 11.3

n
MeV. These authors, in their sËudy of the 'H(orpo)n reaction, report

qualítatlve agreement with three-body cal-culations.

The three-body model has al-so been applied to Lhe kínematically

incornplete reactíor, 4u"çã,p)r,4tt" (t<oit<e, 1980). The aim was to

ínvesËigate the roLe of the decáy process from the 1* r.sorrance of
6Li, 

"in"e it r¿as felt that thís is Ímportant in a rather wíde energy

region, and most pronounced in Ëhe vÍ-ciníty of the rrlH" fir"1 state

lnteraction peak lor 5H.r."r). The theoreÈical model, as brÍefly

outl-ined in section(1.2), has been applied to thÍs reaction and, here

again, good agreement results wÍth the cross-section data of Nakamura

et al. (1978), although not at proton laboraEory angles larger Ëhan

40o. The analysing poruers are also reproduced well by this model.

The model a1-so predicts the data of Keller and Haeberli (1971) at

l-1 MeV incident deuteron energy, Ohlsen and Young (1964) at E¿=11 MeV

and Kanbara et al. (1978) at E¿ = 7.8 MeV. The model also has been

successful ín predicting the neutron double differential cross-sectíon
2

(d-On/dEndCIn) and neutron polarisation at an incident s-particle energy

of 39.4 MeV in the study of the 2n(o,ì)p4H" t.""tion (Knox et al.,1975)

and predicLs these quantities at the U"i^ 
- rather V,efl. Agreementg. s.

is also good when the model is applied to the results of the .<inematically

compleEe experiment of Oswald e,t al. (1981) in which the authors report

triple scatt,erinE cross sections and analysing Þovrers cf the r:eaciion
4uu(l,po)n at E

d = 18 MeV.
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Faced wíth this success, Koike (1980) has applied the model.to the

cal-culation of deuteron Eensor polarisation observables (T20, T21 and

Trr) of the reactior, 4g"(ã,p)r,4H" at E¿ = _tf 
MeV. The model- as it

stands has no n-p tensor force included in the interaction,

Very recenÈ1-y Ishikawa et al-. (1-982) have published angular

distributions of the polarisation observabl-es (t20, TZt, 122) Ín the

aH"(ä,p)r,4H" reactÍon at E¿ = l-2 and 21 MeV at the fÍnal state
q

ínteraction corresponding to the 'Heg.s." The agreement wíth Èhe

predictions of the model of Koike (1980) is very poor. Neither the

shapes nor the magnitudes of the experimental data are reproduced

by the theory" FurËhermore, there are no deuteron tensor anal-ysing

po$rers report,ed in the literature as a functíon of proton energy.

In vÍew of the success of the model and realisatÍon of its límiËaËíons

we have set out to determine the deuteron tensor anal-ysíng por¡¡er (Ayy)

in the reaction 4n"(ãrp)o4H" 
"rr,1, 

at the same tíme, Èhe deuteron

vecËor analysing por.i (Ay). The latter is known to agree qualitatively

with the results of the model (Koike, 1-980) and is expected to serve

as a basis for comparison'

In the next sectÍon some of the ímportant aspects of the

theoretical formul-ation of the deuteron-alpha system as a Èhree-body

problern are considered. Sectíon (1.3) ís devoted to the description of

the experiment. The resulÈs are discussed in section (1.4). Some

suggestÍons and recommendaËions for further work are made ín section

(1.5) of this chaprer. These are bel-íeved to be helpful in contríbutíng

toivard the understandíng of the deuteron-alpha system in particular

and the three-body rnodel approach used to describe ít.
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L,2 THEORY

An attempt ís made in this section to dÍscuss, in a qualitative

nanner, the Èheoretical- background to the formulation of the deuteron-

a1-pha system as a Ëhree-body problem. A detailed treaÈment, of the 
.

subject ís due to Koíke (1978a, 1978b, 1980). The discussion presented

here is based on the contents of these papers. Its purpose is to

presenÈ the salient features of the theory ín order to understand and

interpret the results of the experimental work reported in sectÍon (1.3)

of this chapter" The observables of interest are defíned. This is

fol-lowed by a sÍmplified discussion of the Ínteraction used to descrÍbe

the deuteron-alpha system. An explicit reference is made to the

approximations made in the theory and theír relevance to the presenË

investigaËíon. A few comments are included wíth regard to the method of

solving equat,íons describing Lhe system and the values of the parameters

used ín the calculations of Koike (f980) rvith rvhich the experirnental

results of the present work are conpared. A useful reminder here

regarding notaÈion is in order, The Madison convention (f971) is

adhered to throughout this chapÈer

An observable t'0" is given, according to quantum mechanics as Ëhe

eigenvalue of the operator "ô" rvhich opeïates on the state l i ,

describing the system. ThÍs is expressed fonnally as:

.:. :

o - < i[oli >

In M-matrix terminology this is written as:

/dî tr{uôuti
l-

Q=

. . . (1.3)

... (1.4)
,ra*, tr{mtti
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x. Ín equatlon (1.4) expresses the set of variables over whÍch Ëhe
a

iûtegral ís carríed out.

The observables of interest here are the deut.eron vecËor and tensor

anal-ysing por¡rers (At and Ayy)

equatÍon (1.4) one obtains:

of the reaction 4H"(ã,p)r,4tt.. AppLying

Ay=
/aff rr{us¡tt} ...(1.s)
/¿û rr{r,mt}

Ayy ís obtaÍned from the relation (Ohlsen, L975) 2

Avv= -{5r .L_
22-ñ'20 . . . (1.6)

which leads to (Ohlsen, L972) z

/¿ô rr{r"r(rsr'- 2)Mf}
. . . (r.7)

fov /dô rr û,nn,tÌ

where S, is the y-component of the spin-l angular momentum operator.

f ís the momentum of the o-particle relative to the neutron.

The potenÈia1 set used to descríbe the system is a one-term

separable potential with a Yamaguchi-type forrn factor ín each partiaL

wave of the two-body subsystemt

1^ ^t\ - 
'\

\Í,j (p,p') = Àyl3 8yt5 (p) syLi (p') "'(1'B)

wÍth

svlj (P) = P

o

/(p2
ß

2
)

¿+1+
vLj ...(t_.e)

À ís the strength of the interactíon Ín a particular channel. Y

defines the reacËion channel in the following manner:



-I1 -

Y

I for the n-p interactÍon

2 f,or the cl,-N interaction

o * (p,n)

p * (n,e)

n + (crrp)

. . . (1.1_0)

. . . (1.11-)

It will be seen very shortly how this assÍgnment arises. f, and j

are the orbital- and total angular Ðonentum respectively" p and p, 
.

refer to the relatÍve momenta in the resultÍng Ëwo-body subsystems.

$ is Ëhe effective range. rË is appropriate to state e.xplicÍtty the

reaction channels:

d+ c[ ->

where the brackets indicate the two partícles that ínteract in the

finaL state. It is easy to see hov' the values of Y are assigned in

equaÈion (1.10) since.the second and third channels of equation (1.11)

are identicaL excepË for ísospin

It is clear from equatíon (1.11) that the (d + o) sysËem may be

approached along the lÍnes of a three-body system. A modífied potentía1

seÈ of CPV-A Ëype (Cattapan et al , , Lg75) is used for Ëhe pg/2, pt/Z

and n/Z waves of the N-o ínteraction" This poLential has essentially

been stated in equatlon (1.8). Its detaÍls may be found in the

references cited. The numerical values of the parameters used to

predict the observabl-es of Ínterest here (as defined by equatíons 1.5

and 1.7) are given in table I of KoÍke (197Sb). It should be remarked

thaË the parameters used for the p1/2 partial wave are different to

those used by CaËËapan et al. (1975). The parameters used by Koíke

(1978b) predíct the experimental pIlZ p^rlial rvave phase shifts for
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n-ot elast,ic scattering of Arndt and Roper (L973) excellently alt- the

r^ray up to a neutron energy of apprOxÍrnately 20 MeV, rvhile the parameter

seÈ of Cattapan et al. (l-975) fails above a neutron energy of 3 MeV.

In the p3/Z 
"nd "l/Z Puttíal waves, however, the parameters of

cattapan et al" (1975) are stíll ín good agreement with experirnentally

detemrined resulÈs (Arndt et al ., Lg73> .

For the two nucleon Ínteraction a tríplet s-\¡Iave potenËial is

used. A modifÍcation due to the Coul-omb interaction is included

approxímately. There is no tensor force ín the theoretical fornulation

of the problem. As a result all polarísation effects are caused on1-y

by the difference of the potentíal betrveen P3/Z und PL/Zr^u"s' or

ín more conmon Ëerminol-ogy the spin-orbit force in the N-cx

interaction. The exclusion of the tensor force is partícularly

int,eresËing in the contexË of the data obÈained ín the present work and

r,¡111 be dÍscussed ín sections (1.4) and (1.5) '

Koike (f980) solves the Amado-Lovelace equatíons, wíÈh the input

as described bríefly ín this section, usÍng the Pad6 approximanL

method. The results of hÍs calculations aTe compared with the

experÍmenLal- data in a manner reported ín the introduction to this

chapter. Of partÍcular sígníficance arerthe results of Ishikarva et al"

(1982). Ir wíll be seen ín sectíon (l-.4) that 5y values calcul-ated

according to equaËion (1.6) from values of TrO and 1r, reqorted by

Koike (1980), do noË agree with resul-ts obtaine.d experÍmentally. The

source of the dísagreement, its signifÍcance and interpretatíon t'rill

be discussed in section (1.4).
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1.3 EXPER]MENT

L .3.1 The Deuteron Beam:

A Lamb-Shift source of the nuclear spín filter Ëype is used to

produce the polarised deuteron bearn" The theory, operation and

construction of Èhis type of source is ampl-y covered in numerous

articles (see for example Clegg, L97I). More specifical-lyn the

UníversiËy of M.anitoba polarised íon source is. discussed in great

detail by de Jong (1981). The intention here is to outline the

production and acceleraÈion of the polarised deuteron beam used in the

presenË sLudy. The renainder of the discussion relatÍng to the ion

source is a surnnary of de Jong (1981)

I
D' ions are generated in a duoplasmotron ion source. They are

extracted with an accel-clecel system whÍch accelerates them to 10 keV

then decelerates them to 1.1 keV. D+ ions Ëhen enter a Cs canal r*rhere

the following reacËíon takes place:

JD'+Cs
.L

D(2S) + Cs' . . . (1.12)->

The neuLral D atoms in the metastable 25 state have a dif.ferenL energy

than the D* Íorrs. ThÍs ís achieved by biasing the Cs cell above

ground to an appropriately chosen voltage.

The neutral partÍcles that are ín the 25 state (-2O7") are

polarised by passing them through Ëhe spin filter. Unwanted spin

states are selectÍvely returned to the ground state, leaving only the

atoms ruíth Ëhe desÍred spin state in the metastable 25 state.
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Deuterium atoms are ionised ln argon gas by the charge exchange

reaction:

D(2S) + Ar _-) D-(2S) + Ar+ .. . (1.13)

The deuterium atoms in the metasËable 25 state have just the right,

energy requíred for the removal of an electron from argon atoms whil-e

neutral deuÈerium aEoms in the ground state do not, thus metastable

atoms are selectivelY ionízed

Upon entrance !o the acceleration system the ions are fírst

decel-erated. Those ions which orígÍnated Ín the Cs cell are repelled

while those formed in the argon celi- have sufficient energy to pass

through the decel electrode. The latter ions are hÍghly polarised.

They are accelerated to 1l- keV and injected into the cyclotron.

The University of lfanitoba cyclotron is a sector-focused

isochronous cycLotron. It accelerates protons to energies between

20 and 50 MeV and deuterons to energíes between tr2 and 24 Nle\'l. The D-

beam is axÍa1-ly injected into the cyclotron and accelerated to an

energy of 15 MeV. It is stripped of íts trtro electrons with the aid

of an al-umínium foÍl. The emerging deuteron beam is then deflected by

4So Ay a bending magnet and sËrikes a target of 4H. g"" contained in

a gas cell of díameter 6 cm. The gas ís under.a pressure of one

aÈmosphere (14.2 p.s.í.). The energy of the deuteron beam at the

centre of the target is 14.8 MeV. The beam is collected in a Faraday

cup downstream from the scatÈering chamber and the charge ís integrated

in Ëhe usual manner. The cyclotron beam line layout Ís <iepicted in

figure (1.2).
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Fígure 1.2 Cyclotron Beam Line Layout.
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DurÍng the course of these experÍments the beam polarísation rvas

typicaLLy 707" for the vector po1-arised beam and -1.4 for the tensor

poLarísed beam. Beam currenL on target, was typically 1-00 pA.

Beam optics r¡ras initíally set with the beam polarísation

turned off in order to obtain a suffícientl-y intense deuteron beam

vrhích can be viewed on a fluorescent screen at the positíon of the

Ëarget centre. l^Ihen the polarisation ís turned on again, beam

centering v¡as achi-eved by maximising the Faraday cup current.

L.3.2 Experimental- Setup :

The apparaËus consists of a conventÍonal scattering chamber 71 cm

Ín diameter at the centre of which a gas cell is situated. The gas

ce1l ís 6 cm in diameter with a Kapton entrance r¿indow of 1 cm

díameter. Helium gas is introduced Ínto the cell through a feedline

connected to a pressure gauge. The pressure in the targeË is

monitored contínuousl-y throughout the experiment and remained at one

atmosphere (14.2 p.s.i.) to withÍn ! L.4% (t 0.2 p.s.Í.). The gas cell

Ís flushed aL regular intervals Ín order to avoid possible contamination

with aír.

The detecËion system consists of silicon surface-barrier detectors

of 100 pm AE (passíng) and a 2 mm E (sËopping) in thickness cornprisíng

a AE-E particle identification telescope. Electronic processíng of the

signals from the experiment Ís discussed in the following subsecLíon

(l-.3.3). Telescopes ürere placed to the left and right of the dj-rectÍon

of propagatíon of the beam. A set of two collimators \ÁIere placed in

front of each telescope. The geometrical parameters of the collímatíon
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Table 1.l- Geometrical parameters of the collimation sysÈem

used in the 4He(ã,p)n4H" ,"r"tion experÍment.

I,lídth Height

Front collinaËor (3.29 t .01) rnm (12.81 t .01) mm

Back collimator (2.63 t .01) mm (r2.74 t "03) mm

Distance of targeÈ
centre from front
collimator

(151.6 1 .B) rnm

Intercollimator distance (156.4 t .B) mm

Full wídth resolutíon
of the detectÍon system (L.24 t .01) degrees
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Fígure l-.3 Diagram of experímental setup used for measuremenÈ

of deuteron vector and tensor analysing po\'lers (4, and

Ayy) in 4H"(ã,p)r,4tl. reaction (not to scale).
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system are presented in table (1.1). The experimental setup is sketched

ín figure (1.3)

r-. 3.3 Electronícs:

The electronic circuit used ís shown in fígure (1.4). It is a

standard AE-E particl-e identífication telescope circuit. Sígnals from

each detector of both telescopes pass through a preampl-Ífier and are

then transferred to the cyclotron control room where they are fed to a

spectroscopy anplifier. The bipol,ar output of the spectroscopy

arnplifier forms the inpuÈ of the tíming síngle-channel analyser (TSCA).

The positive signal fron Ëhe TSCA is fed to a coíncidence uniË whose

output is used Èo gate the línear signals arrivíng at the linear gate

and sÈretchers

Unipolar signals from the AB and E spectroscopy amplífÍers are

sumrned with the aid of a dual sum and invert module and passed through

a l-ínear gate and stretcher, an analogue to digital converter and then

to a PDP15/20 computer" Thís signal corresponds to the total energy of

the detected particles, and Ís marked tfOf ir figure (1.4).

The linear signal from the AE spectroscopy amplifier ís fed

directl-y to a linear gate and sÈretcher r¿hich is gated by the

coincidence uniÈ. The ouÈput feeds an analogue to digital converter

and a PDPL1/ZO computer. This is marked AE in figure (1.4) 
"

.{n in-house data acquísition program named )OVIIRAD was used to

accumulate Ag-g events from each detecÈor and display Èhe data in the

form of Èwo-dimensíona1 scatter plots. Software wÍnclor'rs were then
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Figure 1.4 AE-E particle Ídentífication telescope

P.A.: preampl-ifier (ORTEC 1"094), S.A.: spectroscopy

anrplífier (ORTEC 455) , DSI: dual sum and invert

(ORTEC 4434), COINC: coincidence unít, LGS: línear

gate and streÈcher (ORTEC 442), ADC: analogue-to-

digital converter.
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drarvn to select proton and deuteron events and route them to different

regions. of the daËa fil-es, Data was logged on tape and histograms

in the form of 1024 channel binary files are stored on Èape for offlÍne

analYsis

L,3.4' Procedure:

The deuteron beam bombarded the 4He target in runs rvith spin up,

spln down and tensor polarísed (m=tlr0) beam. Particulars relating

to the deuteron beam and the apparatus have been discussed in

subsections (1.3.1) and (1.3.2) earlier

Bean polarisation \¡Ias measured before, duríng and afÈer each run

by means of the quench ratio technÍque. This technique Ís outlíned ín

decail else¡¡here (de Jong, 1981) " It has proven to be a relÍable

means of deternining beam polarísation. To support Lhis statement

Birchall et al. (1980) have rneasured vecÈor and tensor analysíng

pohrers of elastieally scaÈtered deuterons fto* 4Hu at L2.6 MeV

incídent deuteron energy using the same facilitíes used ín the present

experiment. Their resul-ts are in excellent agreement wíth the data

of Schrnelzbach et al . Q976)

Proton spectra from the reaction aH.(ãrp)rr4H" r^Iere obtained at

proton laboratory angles of.2Oo, 30o, 35o and 40o for each of the

three spin st,ates of the incidenÈ deuteron beam. A typical specËrum

is shown ín figure (1.5) for a proton laboratory angLe of 30o. The

asymmetry between spin "upt' and sPin "dorvn" is larger than that

indícated in the figure by a factor of 1.45 rvhich is the ratío of the-

total charge deposited on target in each run corrected for the beam
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Figure 1.5 Proton spectra in the ttlefttt detector from

the reactio., 4u"(ã,p¡rr4Hu at E¿ = L4.8 MeV

and proton laboratory angle ,ul"o, of 3oo. The

crosses are wÍth the deuteron beam spin ttup",

polarisation 75% and toËal charge on target

of 3.12 pC. The continuous histogram is for

deuteron bearn spÍn t'down", polarís at-ion 79%

and total charge of. 2.27 Vc.
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poLarisaÈion difference. The peaks at the high energy edge of the

speclra correspond to the olHu firrul state interactÍon peak lor stteg.s.)

The method of arrÍving at the energy of the FSI peak is discussed later

ln subsection (1.3.5) relatíng to data analysis.

Elastically scat,tered deuÈerons from 4ru r.r. also deÈected at the

same l-abolratoxy angles at hrhích proton measurements \¡Iere carried out.

From these data deuteron veetor and tensor analysing pot{ers lìIere

exËracted in the usual- way. The resul-ts obtaíned ín this experÍment

are in reasonable agreement vriËh the 15 MeV data reporËed by the Los

Al-amos group (Bro',m et al ., 1979). The thro sets of results for

elasÈíc scatteríng are tabulated in tabl-e (L.2). The agreement

betrseen them indicates that the system was functioning properly.

Furthermore, they give credence to the claim made earlier relating to

the reliability of the quench rat,Ío techníque ín determining the beam

polarisation.

The data of table (L.2) have also been used in correcting the

tensor polarÍsation for any vecËor polarisation irnpurity that mÍght

be present in the m=0 sËate of the beam. The manner in whích thÍs was

carríed out is described ín Appendix A. The significance of this

correcËion Ís discussed further in the subsecti-on relating to the

data anal-ysis (1.3.5) .

1.3.5 Data AnalysÍs:

Analysis of the data was carríed ouË usÍ-ng the three spin state

method of Ohlsen ancl Keaton (1973). The essentÍ.als of thÍs method and
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TabIe L.2 Vector and Ëensor analysing powers (4, and Att) of

elastícally scattered pol-arised deuterons fto* 4Hu.

The 15 MeV data are from Brown et al. (Lg7g)

15 MeV (LASL Data)

1ab
Avv

0 (o

20

30

35

40

1-4.8 MeV (This trlork)E
d

AvAv
Å"vy

-.2254 I .0065

-.7034 j .0082

-.6L43 r .009

.29L7 r .0083

.516 ! .O1"2

.230 r .015

.068 t .13

.366 r .099

.614 t .09

.246 ! .r2

_.013 !.07

_.242 I .066

_.668 t .051

_.61-6 t .064
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..,i

íts advantages are presently surnmarised. The reader is referred to

the orÍginal paper for full details.

The yÍeld Ín the left detector according to the three spin sËate

rnethod is given by equatÍon (54) of Ohlsen and Keaton (1973). This Ís,

wiËh the notation appropríateLy modifíed to suit the present díscussion:

IJ.L2I 1-LL' = n' N' CIL EL oo { I * iprAv *ä v)rAvv}

Lo = oo No ol E, oo { 1 * } rZ \ n|vf,, dvv}

?-1-L =n N CIlEr"oot1*iprey+äVrrÃVyi

. " . (1-.14)

The tt +, 0 and - t' refer to spÍn up, tensor polarised beam and spin

dor,rn respectively. Capttal L's refer Ëo the yield in the detecËor.

n i.s Ëhe totaL charge deposited on target, N Ís the number of 4H" atoms

,
per cm- ín the target, f,2 the detector solíd angl-e and E the efficiency

of detection, Other symbols have their usual meanings. From equations

(1.14) r,re can defÍne 1,* and [- as follor¡s:

3+ AvvL oNo 1+ 7P,f n+ o,*TrL
LO
+*+ , * I ol o, Avv

.. " 
(1.ls)

Avv

,*ln2o, Ayv

Equations (1.L5) demonstrat.e the advantage of the three spin staËe

method. That Í-s, Èhe resulting observables are índependenÈ of the

detecËor solíd angle Q and the detector efficíency E. Therefore any

erroïs resul-tÍng from these quantítÍes are eliminated. Equations (1.15)

are solved for A, and Arr:

L-noNo
trF-

^--N"n N

.1o*îP*

?-1-L*rprÃy*ip*
.1on1P*
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or=-(å) "lb 2
t2bL

arb, - bra,

. . " (1.16)

A =_2( ^L"z - "L^z
yy arb, - bra,

wíth:
o^*

"L = P, L
+-pz

^z
opz 9" pz

-oÞL= P* L+ p . . . (r-.17)
zz

b p
oL

'zz2 zz
I

c-=9,'-1I

"z =9, -1

For Èhe right detecËor an identical Ereatment holds excepË for a

change in sign in the expression for A, ín equatíon (1.16) above. The

availabil-ity of information from left and right detectors meant thaË

any ilstrumental asyinmetry due to beam wandering is properly taken into

account by averagíng over results obtaíned from both detecËors in order

to obtaín the fínal- result. Beam wandering, however, \¡tas not a probl-em

in the present experiment as wíll become cl-ear later in thís subsection

and Ín section (1.4). This Ís the second advantage of the approach

employed here.

Beam polarisation is given by:

,i=r(t-þ
pï,r=*(t-þ

. . . (1.18)
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for m = t1 state, that.is t'+" refers to spin up and tt-" refers to spin

down of the vecËor polarÍsed beam. For Ëhe case of the tensor polarísed

beam (rn = 0 state), the vector and tensor polarisatÍon (po and Vo*

respecË1vel-y) are given by:

no"=l(l -6+) (t-þ
. . . (1.le)

o L +
)zz

('-þp (r_ + 3ô
2

+
Q is the quench raÈÍo mentioned earlier in 51.3.4. ô Ís a correction

whích is necessary to incorporate in the case of the rn = 0 state. This

is due to the fact that Ëhere is a vector polarisatÍon component ín

the tensor polarised beam. The orÍgin of thís polarisation ÍnpurÍLy

is atËributed to frínge field effects in the spin fílter magneE

(de Jong, 1981). Ideally ô+ i" unity, giving ^ n2, of -2 (t - ä)
-oand a Þ) of zero, or a purely tensor poLarised beam in the absence

of fringe fielC effects of the spin filter nnagnet. This is not the

case in practice, however, because of the finite length of the spÍn

filter magnet. ït was possible to extract ô* values from the 4H"(ã,¿)4tt.

analysing power data as has been briefly nentioned in 51.3.4. The

reader is referred to appendix A for the method of obtaining ô*values.

These have been incorporated ínto the data analysis ín order to obtaÍn

correct values for the beam polarÍsati-on accordíng to equation (1.19)

above

Having developed the relevant aspects of the Ëhree spin staÈe

method, it is now applíed to the analysis of the data of the present

experiment. In order to do that a daËa analysís program called POLCA

was r.rritten (Smith , L9B2>. This is a comnand driven program which
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reads in relevant regions in the data file and calculates the deuteron

vecLor and tensor analysíng powers (At and Aty) in accordance wíth the

formalÍsm devel-oped earlier Ín this subsection. The way Ín which this

is done is described presently.

Three data regÍons of proton spectra of the reaction 4gu(ärp)r,4ttu

corresponding to runs with spin up, spin dov¡n and tensor poLarised

beam per detector per angle are read into the program in the form of

)O{IRAD binary fÍles, the same mode in whích data were origÍnally

obtained during the cours. äf tn. experiment. In addition to the

spectïa, Ëhe quench ratio for each particular run, ô* value and total

charge on Ëarget are appropriately read ín. The progÏ.am deal-s with

Èhe informaËion relating to each deËector separately. It requests

Lhe energy calíbration for each deËector to be read in. This correctly

converÈs Èhe channel number, or abscissa, of the spectrum into the

coïrespondÍng proton energy (in t"leV). The method of arrivíng aÈ the

correet energy calibration is ouËlíned shortly. The program then

appl-ies a gain matching factor to account for the fact that the left

and right detectors have different gains. The way in lvhích this ís

achÍeved is by requíríng the positíons of the final state interactíon

peak corresponding Ëo the tr"- - to be identical- and correct for bothg.s.

deËecËors. This is easí1y done by imposíng the requírement that the

channels at whích the number of counts is the greatest (5tt.^ ^ peak)g.s.

Ín spectra from both detectors coincide. The data are rebinned in 10

channel bins (approxÍmately 400 kev), Ay and Ayy are then calcul-ated

f,rom left and right detectors *"p"..r.ly according to equatíon (1.16).

The resulting analysing po\vers are then averaged and the final results

are printed out.
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In addition to calculatÍng vector and tensor anaLysing por'rers,

program POLCA determines the error on these quantiLíes. The errors

are due to count,íng statistics Ín this particular experiment. Because

of the low count rate, due to lorv eurrenË on target, it would take an

.

unreasonably 1-ong running tíme to improve on the present situatíon

significantl"y. A. l% error due to beam eurrent integratíon is also

íncl-uded. It ís appropriate to note at thÍs point that the resul-ts

from the l-eft and right detector Tüere consistenË wíthin the experinental-

errors. Thís indicates that beam rvanderíng or misalignment vlas not

sígnificant Ëo be observed or reflected ín the final- results of the

experiment. FurËher support of this statement is gÍven in sect,ion (1.4)

where the results of the experíment are examined"

The energ]¡ calibration llas obtained by assigníng the energy

obLaíned from two-body kinematics to the hígh energy edge of the

proËon spectrum Ín the reactíon:

tL\d+'He + p*"Heg.s.

L n* 4".
. . . (1.20)

The kinematic shift of thís edge with angle gave a calibration whích

ls Índependent of factors relatíng to the experimental setup. The

value of the calibratÍon obtained r.ras 45 keY/channel-. NonlÍnearÍty

in the calibraËion was of the order of 0.L7". The final state

interaction peak corresponding to the 5Hen.s. \¡ras generally 20

channels (900 kev) below the high energy cuË-off point of the proton

spectrum. It is quite prominent (Fígure 1.5) on the hígh energy

shoulder of what would be otherwise a featureless phase-space
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distribution. The values obtained for the energy at which the U".- 
-9. s.

occurs are in good agreement with those reported by Koike (1980) for

the 2Oo and 40o data vatidates the claim made earlíer with regard to

the adequacy of the energy calibration. There are no catculations
É. ,ô

in the position of the '".n.=. available at the present time for 3Ó"

^and 35" proton laboratory angles to compare with. The evidence that

the position of the 5He- 
- is correct for these latter two anglesg. s,

comes from the shape of the deuteron vector analysing power which
.(

has a broad minimum in the region of the -He-- 
- . This isg. s.

discussed further in the next section.

The results of this experiment are presented in figures (1"6)

and (L.7) and tabulated in appendix B. The significance of the

results, their interpretation and the physics they convey are topics

of the next section.
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Fisure 1.6 Deuteron vector analysíng pôwers (Ay) of aH"(ã,p)rr4H.

reactÍon. Proton laboratory angles ,UltO, are indicated.

f : data of present work Ed = 14.8 MeV. 2Oo daÈa are

froin the l-eft detector only. Data at other angles are the

average of left and right detector results. I i Nakamura

et al. (1978) at EO = 15 MeV. 
-¡resulls 

of three-body

model calculatíons at E¿ = fJ |4sv reported by Kolke

(1980). Posítion of the níHe FSr peak (stl"r.s.) ís at

the mÍnimum of the distribution. There are no other

data nor calculations for ul"o = 30o to compare ¡'ríth'
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Fígure l-.7 Deuteron tensor analysÍng porüers (Ayy)

reacEion. Proton laboratory angles (0

ot 4H"(ã,p¡r,4tt"

lab
p ) are indÍcated.

f: aata of presenÈ work at E¿ = !4.8 MeV.20o data

are from the left deÈector only. Data at other angles

are Ëhe average of left and righË detector results

: results of three-body model ealculations from TrO

anð Tn at Ed = 15 MeV reported by Koike (1980). The

arrorrs refer to the positíon of the ,r1g" FSt pu"k
E('H"g.s.). There ís no published ínformation at

e-l"b = 30o and 35o to compare rvÍth dat,a of presenË
p

rvork.
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.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSTON

*
I

The deuteron vector analysing powers obtained in the present work

are depicted in figure (1.6) for proton laboraÈory angle= tO$"bl of

2oo, 3Qo, 35o and. 4Oo. The data of Nakamura et al. (1978) and the

calculations of Koike (1980) are also presented. At UT"o = 2Oo the

present results are in excellent agreement wiùh those of Nakamura

et al. (1978) " The three-body model calculations of Koike (1980)

predict the data fairly well, but overestimate the analysíng power

q
absolute value in the region of the -H.g,E" (minimum of the

distrilcution). there are no data to compare with present results

rot ofù = 3oo. At uto"o = 35o and 40o, here again the theory

reproduces the data reasonably well thus affirming that the vector

analysinq power is adequately representei, in the model and that it

is sufficient to assume that polarisation effects result from the

spin-orbit force in the N-cx interaction as discussed in section (I.2).

A comment relating to the disagreement between the analysing

pov¡er iata reported in this experiment and the d.ata of Nakamura et al.

(1978) is in order. The disagreement at 4Oo laboratory angle may be

regarded as significant. It is interesting to note that in section (2)

of their paper, Nakamura et al. (1978) express some doubts relating

to the energy calibration in the range of laboratory angles 4Oo to 650

employed in their experiment.

In figure (I.7) deuteron tensor anallzsing powers (Ayy)

¿.->Loue(ã,p)r,oH" r...tÍon at Ed = f4.B MeV ar:e reporte* for O,åab

of the

=20o

300, 350 and 40o. Together with these, theoretical predictions of

A* values at E¿ = f5 MeV are presented.

* See also Appendix C

These are calcul-ated at
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fromT22 and T2g values reported by Koíke (1980)fot Ofitb = 20o and

40o according to equatíon (1.6), There are no calculations at

Untub = 3Oo and 35o. As far as Ëhe tensor analysíng por^iers aïe

concerned, a rather interesting pícture emerges. The theoretical

rnodel predícËs a positiv" Ayy ta Opl"b = 2Oo over the entire pïoton

energy range in complete contrast to experímentally deËermined

values of Ayy. Furthermore, the model predícËs rather low absolute

values (< 0.05), in disagreemenË \^/ith the experiment. nt Ofitb = 40o

the disagreement betrrreen theory and experíment persisËs, although a

braod mínimum in the calculated values of Ayy is seen. This, hovrever,

does not coincide wiÊh Lhe experimentally obtaíned distríbution of

Ayy(Ep) in either magnitude or position. The minimum in Ary seen aË

t*"0 = 40o is similar to that seen at 3Oo. There is consístency in

behaviour amongst the four sets of data obËained, two of which are

poorly represented by the three-body model. Thís disagreemenË is

consístent with the findings oflshikar^ra et al. (1982) at E¿ = L2 and

21 MeV as far as the t".,
S ís concerned, and goes beyond the posíËion

of the FSI to cover Ëhe entÍre proton distribution investigated.

Possible sources of the discrepancy between theory and experiment and

their physícal significance are investígated in the remaining part of

this section.

The fírst point one can make here is that the ËheoreËical

calculation does noË include the tensor force. Thís has been referred

to by Ishikawa et al. (1982). The need for the tensor force may be

explaíned as follows. Since Ëhe deuteron is a loosely bound sysËem'

the Cx-parËicle interacts wíth the neutron leavíng Ëhe proton as a

Spectator. However, sínce the range of the deuteron wavefunction ís
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7ong, precisely because of the 1or¡ binding energy, the role of the

proton ís not. confined to that of a spectator. This argument \^las

presented for the case of 2Hicl,pcr,¡n at F1a = 140 MeV by Lambert et

aL. (1982) in connection lrith the destructive interference between

n-p FSI multÍple scattering term and single scatËering of the cx,-p

system in their study of quasí-free scatËering. An n-p inËeraction

of this type is angle dependenË and is expected to be more signifícant

aË forward angles.

In víew of the discussion above one can see how the three-body

model would explain the vector analysing pov/ers as being due to the

spin-orbÍt force of the N-o ínËeraction and fails to predict tensor

polarísation observables. In terms of equations (1.5) and (1.7)

discussed in section (1.2) earlier' one can "loosely" speak of A,

and Ayy as being ttfirst orderrr and "second ordertt effects ín the overall

ínteraction Ëhat enËers into the calculation. Ay is represented by the

operaËor Sy while Ayy is represented by the operator <Zt - Z> - Each

observable is sensiEíve to a partícular term ín Ëhe ínteraction. In this

case Ëhe absence of the tensor force will justifiably predict theoretical

resulÈs which do not correspond to experimentally determined quanËities.

It ís claimed ín the lít.erature Èhat Ëhere is sensíËivity Ëo the

percentage D-state in the deuteron wavefunction (e.g. Koike, 1980'

1978b). This might well be the case, however, there does not exist at

Ëhe present time a calculation o.r an experíment which addresses this

partícular aspect of the problem díreetly for the (d + c{) system. In

other words, the observables have noË been examíned theoretically with

dífferent values for the D-state as input, leavíng other parameters
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fíxed.

The only evidence avaílable regarding Ëhe influence of the D-stat.e

probability in the deuteron wavefunction ín this Ëype of calculation

comes from p-d elasËíc scatteríng. Shimizu et aL. (1982) have

reporËed cross-sections and analysing powers at a proton energy of 64.8

MeV. The cross-sections Ëhey report are reproduced well by a YYO P-D

potentialtt in th" angular range 409 < 0"* ' r2oo ' The same potential

reproduces the analysíng po\^reï (Ay) ín the range 80o <0"* < 1300.

YYO P-D ís a poËential set wíth a Yamaguchi type separable potential
â^

and no 'S.-'D" couplíng. l{hen Goulomb effects are íncluded this
II

potential predicËs the experimental cross-sectíons at forward angles

too. It faíls, however, to fit the analysíng power data at back angles

(1300. < 0"* < 1700). These are represented best by a YY7-P poLentíal

whích conLains separable potentíal" ir, 1SO, 
'r, - 'or, and all P-waves

of the N-N interaction (Doleschall, 1973). The D-state in thís

potenÈial ís 7%. Koíke et al. (1981) have studíed the same reaction

at a proton energy of 11.L MeV. These authors find that the cross-

sections are predicted equally wetl by YY4 and YY7 potentials 
' 

except

at 0c* < 40o where Coulomb effects dominate. The agïeement beËween

theory and experímenË is less satisfactory when the theory is applied

to the analysing po\^ler. The YY4 and YY7 potentíals predict results

r,rhich are almost identical everyruhere and agree qualitatívely with the

overall shape of the analysíng po!'ler.

The characËeïs refer Ëo the Yamaguchi form facËor ín the 1s state
0

(Yamaguchí and Yamaguchi, 1954). The number gíves the percentage

D-state. Letters thaf follow the number refer Ëo the parËial \¡Iaves

included in the calculation.
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As far as the ínfluence of the deuteron D-state probability on

the predíctions of the three-body model of Koíke (1980) ís concerned,

the ínformation available is rather lÍmited, with conflicting

conclusíons. The signifícance of D-state effects seem to have been

overlooked wiËh regard to the treatment of the 4ff.(ã,p¡rr4H" reaction

as a Ëhree-body sysËem. A sÈudy of this aspecË of the problem may yÍeld

valuable information.

IË has been poínted out that the 1 sËate in 6r, (r. 6.5 MeV)

(Koíke,

+

plays a signifícant role and exhíbits three-body structure

1980, 1978b) Ëhrough the reactíon mechanism:

)L6-H+'He+ -Li *p

He*n
5

. . . (1.2r)

I
llrL+'He*p

The evidence in connectíon wíth this aspecÈ of the (d * o) systern

remains very limited. The cross-section reported in fígure 9 of

Koike (1980) for Ehe 4it"(-årp)rr4H" reaction at 6.8 MeV is flat over the

angle range 600. < 0n c.m.. < 1200 and rathet Latge. Direct experimental

evidence reported by Dasgupta et al. (1980) ís confíned Ëo the energy

range of. 9.315 <Ecx < 11.30 MeV. The agreement of the experímental

resulËs wíth theory ís rather qualitative and a systematic experimenËal

test ís clearly necessary.

Finally, in summary, there are a varíety of factors which enter

into the theoretical descripËíon of the (d + o) system as a three-body

problem and Ít ís necessary that the role of each of these be clearly

@e¿
, * ¡ dïÍo{

Rrfls

5n"

Iç

(1+ )->
4

Lí*n
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defíned. In Ëhe present \.^Iork, the experímental findíngs reported in

figures (1.6) and (1.7) concentraLe on a particular aspect of the overall

problem, namely that of the ability of the three-body model to predict

Ëhe deuËeron tensor analysíng po\¡/ers (AVV) as functions of the proËon

energy. fn víew of the díscussion that has aLready been presented,

ít is fair to say that Ehe present experímental data are helpful in

elaboraËíng the successes and limitations of the Ëhree-body model

reported by Koike (1980). Some suggestions for further work have

aLready been implícitly made in this section. These and other

suggestíons are discussed further ín Ëhe following sectíon (51.5).
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1..5 FURTHER I^]ORK

Much of the interest in the deuteron-alpha system as a three-body

problem is rather recent. A three-body model is capable, in principle,

of descrÍbíng the (n + p + a) fÍnal state and the approach has proved

to be successful in predicÈíng cross-sections and vect,or analysing

powers in a varÍety of kÍnemaËic confígurations. This is encouraging

although the limitat,ions of the modeL are not to be underestimated.

A great deal of work is necessary, boËh theoretical and experimentáI.

ín order to disentangle the various components which enter into the

description of the system. Some suggestíons are made below.

There is a need to extend, and ímprove the quality of, Ëhe

polarisation observables available on the (d + a) system over a wider

range of angles and energies. For thaÈ to be done the experírnental

requirements are higher beam intensity, rapid spin flíp and continuous

monítoríng of the íncident deuteron beam polarisation in a reactíon
o 

:-å,p)n4H". Particularly helpful will be theof the type 'He(

measurement of tensor pol-arisation observables. Ultimately, it will be

necessary to measure all three tensor polarisatíon observables (tr.,

T,, and ,ZZ). This requires two more measurements, Ín addition to Arr.

Experiments designed Ëo investÍ.gate Èhe role played by the D-state

in the deuteron wavefunctíon are al,so helpful since thÍs information

wíl1 enable an appropriate representaËion of the n-p input ín the

three-body rnodel-

As far as the contrÍbutíon of the l-+(6.5 MeV) state ir,6Li Í"
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cÕncerned, the informatÍon available on it is very limited. A suitably

designed experiment at low íncident deuÈeron eneTgy, where this

component of the system is mosÈ signÍfÍcant' may unambÍguously

deteÏÏnine any three-body behaviour that this state exhibits.

0n the theoretical front, there is a pressing need to Í-ncorporaÈe

a n-p tensor force ín the description of the (d + cx,) system. Thís

has been demonsErated ín the experimental results reported in this

$rork. The percentage D-sÈate in the deuteron wavefunctÍon and its

influence on Ehe observables needs to be systematically investigated.

The e-nergy range over which Èhe 1* state ir, 6Li contributes

significantly to the observables of the (d + a) system n.eeds to be

clearly defined. Tire three-body behaviour that this state ís claimed

to exhíbit remains unclear at the Present time.

In conclusion, the success of the three-body model- as it stânds

ís ínteresting. The (d + O) system ís the símplest system involving

a nucleus which can be studied as a three-body problem both

theoretically and experimentally. It presents a varíeËy of fronts

on which the thïee-body force in nuclear physics might be tackled

and pronrises a rích harvesÈ for the theorist and experimentalist alike.

Much work remains to be done.
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2.1 INTRODUCTTON

In ion-atom coll-isions, highly excÍted atomic sËaÈes r.¡ith several

ínner-shell vacancies may be produced through Coulomb excitation and

other processes (Garcia et a1 ., Lg73). These processes can completely

,¡oníze the K-shell. The ionized atom usual1-y returns to its ground

sËate by the emissÍon of two x-ray photons and (or) Auger electrons. An

al-ternatíve mode of deexcítation of the doubly ionízed K-shell Ís via

the correlated transition of two electrons ínËo the vacant K orbitals,

wiËh the subsequent emíssÍon of only one photon of approxÍmately twice

Ëhe K x-ray energy" The probabil-íty of occurrence of such a process ís

very small- as r¡i1l be seen later in Ëhis chapter. ThÍs phenomenon was

first referred to by Heisenber g (Lg25)

VintÍ (1932) carried out the first calculations of probabÍlities

of single and double ionizat.ion" His efforts v;ere directed to problems

Ínvolving helium and heliurn-like Íons. The model empl-oyed wavefunctíons

which are products of hydrogenlÍke rvavefunctions, trhere the nuclear

charge is replaeed by a free païameËer.

An important developmenÈ in the area is the model of Gryzinskí

(1965). The model deals with the íon-atom Ínteraction in Èerms of

c1-assicaL collision theory. It has been extended by McGuire and

Richard (1973) to ínclude the problem of multipl-e ionizatíon. Accordíng

to thÍs model multiple Íonization ís a consequence of binary Coulombic

coLlÍsions of charged particles and is dependent on the relatíve

vel-ocÍty of the projectile and orbital electron of the target atom.

Furthermore, for the case of target bombardment by protons and heavy

ionsn the contribution to multiple ionizatíon due to re-coiling electrons
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is believed to be negligible compared to multlple col-lisions of t,he

íncident particle.

The first systematíc experimental Í.nvestigation of the problenr

r+as carried out by füölfli et al. (1975) and StoLler et al" (L977)

These authors reported observation of x-rays due to t\^ro-electron orá-

photon transÍtions in Al-Ai-, Ò-Ca, Ca-Ca, Fe-Fe, Fe-NÍ and Ni-Ni

collÍsions. The cross-sections they measured were fíve t,Ímes higher

than the ÈheoretÍcaL predicÈÍons. The dÍserepancy between theory and

experírnent rras attributed to the fact that the theory was only true for

the case of a fully strípped bombarding íon"

A somev¡hat different line of activíty ín the area r,ras initiated

by Gentry et al" (1976) rvho reported x-ray evidence suggesÈing Lhe

presence of element Z=L26 in monazÍte samples. In this connection ít,

r,¡as believed Èhat the observed x-ray transition could have íncluded a

contribution due to single-photon emission from rubidium which Ís

naturally found ín a mica enviïonment ín concentratíons of up to

1000 ppn. Birchall et al. (1978), in a suitably designed experÍment,

haye shown that the contribuËion couLd not have been significant.

However, the upper LÍmit obtained for the rat,io of single-photon

transitíon to double x*ray emission T^/as a factor of L5 higher than Lhe

theoretícal predictíons based on Ëhe treaLment of Gryzinski (1965) and

employíng the approximations suggested by McGuíre and Ríchard (1973).

Therefore the experiment dÍd not constitute a test of multlple

ionizatÍon theorÍes,

Recently Isozumi (1980) reported the observation of trvo-electron

one-photon transitíon in Mn followíng the K electron-capture decay of
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55Fe. The results of this experíment are of the same order of

nagfiltude as the predfctions of classical colLision theory. The

radi-oactive decay process is not a collision process Ín the conventionaL

sense. RadíoactÍve decay via K electron capture ensures the creation

of a single vacancy Ín the K-shell and may provide favourable conditÍons

for the creation of a double vacancy. Therefore its descrÍptíon in

terns of classical coll-ísion theory is questionable. rndeed this

author has resorted to the model of vÍnti (L932), all-uded to earlier,

to predict the probabil-ity of creaÈion of a doubLe vacancy in the K-shetl.

This rnodel predicts results which are generally lower (by a factor of

L.25 to 2.75) rhan the experimentally measured (Kho.o/Ko) ratio*. Thís

ratio is the probabirity of emission of x-rays due to tv/o-electron

one-photon transiËion (Khoo) divided by the probabÍlity of emission of

a normal x-ray (Ko).

The purpose of the present investigation is to test in detail the

theory of mulËiple ioni.zation as outlined ín the works of Gryzinski

(l-965) and McGuire and Richard (1973). rn the following secrion rhe

impact paralneter form of the theoryr as detailed by McGuire and

Richard (Lg73), will be used to express the ratÍo of double K-shell

l-onization cross-sectíon to single ionízaËion cross-section (or*/or*) 
"

Then the (Khoo/Ks) ratío, defined earlier will be calculated. Some

nunerical examples are given, on the basÍs of vrhich an optimal set of

criteria ís chosen for an experímental test of the theory. This

*Not,e that IsozumÍ's (1980) Ksç¡ is our Khs6x, The conventíon use<l here

is of more wídespread use.
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experiment ís reporÈed Ín sections (2.3) and (2.4) of rhis chapter. part

of section (2.4) will deal with the daÈa analysis and the extraction of

a 1t<hoo/ro) ratio. Fínally, in section (2.5), our results are examíned

in the light of the theoretÍcal considerations of section (2.2), compared

wÍth the avaílable data and some concl-usÍons are drawn
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2.2 THEORY

It is appropriate to start thls section by examining the basic

steps ínvoLved fn the theoretical- descriptÍon of the process of double

ionízatíon followed by singl-e-photon emission. The theory assumes Èhat

the projectile is a ful-ly sÈrípped íon. It makes tr¡ro successive

col-lisions (blnary encounÈer) wÍth the orbLtal electrons, thus creatíng

a doubl-e vacaney. The col-l1sÍon process is depicËed in figure (2.f).

The doubl-e vacancy created is filled wíth two electrons from higher

shel-l-s r,¡ith the emission of two characteristic x-ray photons. There

exlsts, however, a small but finíte probabí]-ity of the vacancy being

filled by a correlated transítion of two electrons, givíng rise to the

emission of a single photon. The calculatíon of the (Khos/Ko) ratio,

as defined in the introductíon to this chapter, ínvolves a determination

of the probability thaË a double vacancy Ís created in the K-shell and

that thÍs excited state will decay via the emission of a single photon"

These t$ro st.eps are díscussed separately below.

2¿2.L Double K-Shell Vacancy Production:

The raËio cf the double vacancy production cross-sectíon to that

of síngle vacancy production (o2*/or*) is obtained by usíng equaËion

(30) of McGuire and RÍchard (1973) and is:

o
2

2K IP 2nbdb
K

.. .. (2.1)olt< / PK (1 - Pr) 4nbdb

b Ís the impact parameter and P¡, a function of b, is the probability

of single ionization of the K-shell,
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Fieure 2.1 Ion-atom collísion in the binary-encounÈer

model. (After llcGuire and Richard, L973) '
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. rt is suggesred by McGuíre and Richard (1973) rhat rhe model of

Kesser (Kessel and Rucld, 1970) successfully predícËs the Íonization

probabilfty. Applying this model to the particular case of the K-shel]-,

one obtains:

Pr 3 o1y/2rR2

. . . (2.2)

0 b>R

lrlhere R < (/2 ao/Zy). ao Ís 5.29 x h0-2nm and Z* is rhe effective

nuclear charge (Z-s). Bethe and Salpeter (1-957) have calculated s to

be 5/L6 for the K-shell. The equality sígn holds when the velocity

of the projectile is close to that of the orbital electron. Su-bstitutÍng

equatíon (2.2) Ln (2.1) we obtaín the resulr rhar,

o

õ 2
. . . (2.3)

lK 2rR a
1K

Calculations based on equatÍons (2.L) and (2.3) and an examÍnatíon of

their signíficance are discussed later ín thÍs chapÈer.

2.2.2 The Branching Ratío:

The nexÈ step in the calculation of the (Khoo/K{x) ratÍo is the

determination of the probabílÍty that the double K-shell vacancy

produced will be fi11ed by a correlated transítion giving rÍse to two

photon emission. This quantity is called the branching ratío (B).
o
Ãberg et al. (1976) have calculated thís quantÍty by the Hartree-Fock

method usíng a so-called "shake-dorvn" model. This model deals with the

allowed transítions on the basis of spín and parity conservation. The

b<R

o
2K 1K
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frvo-elecË,ron single-photon transition is only allor¡ed by the

electric díPo1-e transition:

-2(ls)

The leveL diagram for thÍs process and the competÍng process of

hypersatel-lite (Kho) transítions is shown in figure (2.2). The model

al-so takes Ínto account the effect of the inÍtial and final state

configurations on the transitions" The branching ratio accordíng

t*o * çzs)-1 (zp)-1 lPr

to thís model Ís gíven by:

o_p(Khao)_ frhoo'- Pß%t- lF;
?

Eho Eü + AE,

"..(2.4)

...(2.s)

. . . (2.6)

(2.3) and (2.4)

is the producÈ of

0.035

rvhere Ehoo and Eho are the single-photon and the hyper x-ray energíes

respeetivel-y" These are given by:

h
c[tE ZEo + AEs

where Es Ís Ëhe Ko x-ray energy and AE" ís the energy shíft due to

screening and Ís given by:

[Es = 10.2 V2 - Q-Ð21 "QJ)

s is the screening parameter clefined earlíer" ,hoo and Eho have been

calcul-aËed by varíous authors (e.g. I^1ö1f1í and Betz, 1976 and Briand,

Lg76) and agree wel-l r,ríth the experimental values obtained by I\rälfli

et al. (1975).

The (Khcct/Ko) ratio is the product of equations

íf the approxímation of Kessel is employed, while it
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-2(ls) -

Kh
c

tK h
(IST aa

( rs 12(2pI'

Kc

(2prl
(zsl' (zpI'

Figure 2.2 Energy leve1 diagram showing the decay

of doubly-íonízed K-shell by the Kho

(hypersatellite) transj-tion and Khoo

( two-electron single-photon)

transition. The normal (Kû) x-ray

t.ransiti-on is also shown,

o(After Aberg et al- ., 1976)
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equations (2.L) and (2.4) íf the dependence of P* on b is properly

accounted for.

In table (2.L> predictions are presented for copper, rubÍdium

and silver. The (fhocr/fq) ratio was calculated by substituting ínto

equation (2.1) values of Pg(b) from Hansteen et al. (1975) ltaUette¿ (t)

ín table (2.1)] and ffom equatÍon (2.3) using the approximat,ion of

Kessel as suggesËed by McGuire and Richard (l-973) [labelled (2) Ín

table (2.1)] . The results ín column (2) are approxímately a factor

of two hÍgher than those in column (1-) " This discrepancy suggests

that the approximation used in equation (2.2) is not strictly valid.

The experíment described bel-ow will he1-p to clarÍfy the situation.

It is appropriate to poínt out that the x-ray cross-sections

(olK) used in Èhe calculatíon of (rhoo/rcr) raÈios are those of

Ramsay et al. (1978), These are found to be in excel-lent agreement

wíËh equation (5) of McGuire and RÍchard (L973) wíth G(V) values as

given by Gerjuoy, Vriens and García (l"IcGuíre and Richard, Lgl3).

' The last column of table (2.1) ís the energy of a proton rvhÍch has

the same velocity as the orbÍtal K electrons in the el-emenÈs considered.

The relevance of t,hÍs partÍcular energy is discussed further below.

2;2.3 Criteria for Èhe Experí.ment:

It is clear from the preceding treatment and the information gíven

Ín table (2.f) that an experimental test of multíple ionization theory

will have to satisfy several stri.ngent requirements " First of all the

projectil-e has to be a fulI-y sEripperd íon of mass much gïeaÈer than
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Table 2.1 Theoretical- predíctions of síngle photon to normal Ko.

inÈensity ratio (Khss/Ko), single photon energy (u*no.o)

and optÍrnum energy of the bombarding proton for copper,

rubÍdÍum and sílver.

29

)t

47

(or*/or*) calculated from Eq. (2.L> with p* (b) values as given by

Hansteen et al. (L975)

f (or*/or*) calculated from Eq. (2.3) in rhe rexr.

Element

Copper

Rubidium

Silver

Atomíc
Number

(rhoo/ra) Rario

(r)

E*h (KeV)
0,0,

Bornbarding
Proton Energ¡
Eo(MeV)

1.9 x l0 -7 4.4 x 10 -7

6.3 x 10 -B 1.5 x 10 -7

2.3 x 10
_B

5.4 x 10 -B

L6.278

26.963

44.623

L7

28

47
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the mass of the eLectron in order to obtain an accurate value for Or*

(García et al-., l-968). This cLearly favours the proton as a projectile.

Furthermore' a proton velocÍty equal to that of the K-orbital electron

of the target aton wÍll enable an accurate value for R to be used in

equation (2,3). rt al-so has the advanËage of givíng the highest K

x-ray yíeld.

As far as the target atom is concerned, it Ís obvious that an

element exhíbiting a high (foo/xho) ratÍo is favoured. 0f the

elements given in table (2"1) coppeï satisfíes thís requírement.

However' an Índependent experÍmental- test* shorvs that Y-rays from (prn)

reactions can cause considerable background in the region from l0

to 20 keV" The system described in sectíon (2.3) was also not sensitlve

enough for anoÈher candidate, sil-ver, to be used as a târget. Therefore

rubidium was chosen. lforeover, the Rb Ifo x-rays and the eneïgy of its
Kho¿ç¡ transitíon fall in the energy range where germanium detectors

have very high efficÍency and good resolution. The remaining part of

this chapter therefore deals with the experimental aspects of this

investígaËíon.

* Prelíminary experimental test carried out by thís auÈhor
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2,3 EXPERIMENT

2.3.I ratus:

The single-photon experíments ürere carried out at the UnÍversiËy

of Manitoba cyclotron Laboratory. The apparatus used for these

experiments Ìnras normally used for proton induced x-ray emÍssion (p.r.x.E.)
studies. The technique is díscussed in d.eËail elselhere (McKee et al.,
1981, Lapointe, 1981). rt incorporates a beam cube of side 20.32 cm

(Btt) as the scattering charnber and a target holder, with a high

resolution hyper-pure germanÍum detector (HpGe) as the x-ray counter.

The HPGe sÍts at 90o to the dírection of the beam. The face plate of
the cube has a window of 50"8 u* (0.002") Kapton allowing detect,ion

of x-rays at 90o with respect to the prot,on beam. The target is
mounted on a target laclder r,rhich Ís íntroduced vertically through the

top of the cube. The normal to the target nay be oriented at angl-es

beËween 35o and approxÍmately 55o wÍ.th respect to the proton beam"

For the present invesÈigation the apparat,us v¡as set up as shorvn

in figure (2-3). The targel rotation was 45o. For these runs aLuminlum

absorbers of various thicknesses \¡rere pl-aced between the target and

detector to cut down the K¡r. x-ray flux and thus reduce píIe-up Ín the

electronícs. In some of the runsr it was found useful to add a paraffín

bl-ock 20 mm in thickness between the targeÈ and the aluminj.um absorber.

This acted as a 'rproton st.oppertr. to sÈop protons that scatter of f the

target from hittíng the kapton rvindow and Al absorber rvhích rnrould have

excited x-rays from these materials and gíven rise Ëo measurable

background. The case for using alumínium as an absorber will be
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presented Ín a laËer subsectÍon.

2.3.2. The Rubidiurn Target :

severaL targets were made by evaporaÈíng Rbcl salt onÈo a thin

¡4ylar foil" The target holder subtended a small angle (approxÍrnatel-y

50) at Ëhe boat, where the Rbcl- saLt r.¡as placed" This meant that the

variaÈion in thickness across the target was of the order of LT". The

targets used in the experiments reported here had Ëhicknesses of 11.8

mF./cmZ and 9"1 *g/"*2 of Rbcl' The thickness rn¡as known to an accuracy

of- L7". The thicknesses of the mylar backings used were 9 pm and 4 pm

respectively. A rhin ( -fO VS/erlz¡ layer of high purity copper r{as

deposited on Ëhe RbCl target Ín order to prevent flaking of the target

material ' It also served to rnake the target surface conducting thus

reducing bremsstrahlung background rvhich rvould have resulted frorn

charge buil-d-up on Èhe target" since RbcL is hygroscopic, targeËs

hlere stored in an evacuated dessicator after preparation.

2"3.3. The Absorber:

The absorber has to be chosen such that, while drastically

attenuating the Rb Kcl x-rays, the transmission in the regÍon of the

singl-e-photon energy ís kept at a reasonable 1evel. rf the latrer is
t and the ratio of the transmÍssion at the single-photon eueïgy to the

transmissÍon of Ëhe Ke x-ray is r, then r and t are simply related by

the fornrrla:

r=expl-( ucr

þoo

uoc
)Î,ntl "..(2.8)
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for two-electron single-photon stud.íes.
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where lto and Uoo are the mass attenuatíon coefficíents of the absorber

material at the Rb Ko and Khoo energies respectivel-y. Clearly the

larger r is for a given t, the more effective ís the absorber.

Since f,n t Ís negative, r Ís maxÍmÍzed by choosÍng a material rvÍth the

hfghest poss.ible value for (Uo - Uoo)/Uoo . FurËhermore the absorber

materÍal has to be availabl-e in a pure form and be reasonably easily

made Ínto the forn of a discr

rn tab1e (2.2) values of (ilo - uua)/uss are presenred for materials

that have been considered as candidates. The mass attenuation

coefficìent,s of Veigle (1973) have been used in this calculation. 0n

this count alone aluminium Ís the first choíce" Furthermore, its

ayailability Ín the form of a highly pure (>997") foíl makes Ít possible

to make absorbers of various thícknesses rather easil-y

2.3,4. The HPGe Detector:

The deLector used for these experiments was an Ortec rnodel

1113-10205 HPGe low energy photon spectrometer (Ortec Nucl-ear Catalogue,

Lg76). It has an active depth of 7 mrn and an active area of 78.5 mm2.

The resoluËíon vras measured wíth an IAEA 57Co 
"orrrce 

and was found to be

230 eV FI^IHM at 14.4 keV.

A quantíty e that enters into the caLculaËion of single photon

resul-ts (see g 2"4.4.) rel-ates Ëhe detectÍon efficiency for Rb Ko x-rays

to Èhe detection efficíency at the single-phoËon energy. Thís factor

written explicitly ís:

. . . (?_.e)Rb )
e

n Rb oo)(
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Table 2.2 Parameters relatÍng to the choice of the

absorber material

Order of
Preference

I'faterial Atomic WeÍght
(gm per mole)

u^,
LT

iloo

uo,a

Aluniniurn

Iron

Sodium
lodíde

26.98

55. B5

r49.89

6.76

6.08

5.51

1

2

3
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Equatíon (2,9) suggesËs that a knowleclge of î as a function of energy

is necessary. since e Ís a ratio, it is sufficient to deterrnine the

relative effíciency of the detector (n") as a function of energy. This
argument Ís clarifÍed further below. The PIxE technique has been used

to determíne l¡(E) in the energy range B keV < E < g0 keV. e can. then

be calculated by direct appi-icatÍon of equation (2.g) above. The

procedure r¡ras as follows:

Targets of copper, rubidium, rheníum, go1-d and bismuth were

fabrÍcated v¡ith knoran amounÈs of the element involved. Each of these

targets contaÍned a known amount of dysprosium which served as an

Ínternal- standard. The detection efficiency of the Dy Ko x-ïays

Gs'ø kev) is taken to be roo"/.. These targets were bombarded, ín turn,
r¡ith a beam of 30 lfev protons in a normal PrxE experiment. The procedure

is docurnented Ín detail elservhere (Ramsay et al ., LSTB and Lapointe, 1gB1).

The reLative efficiency nr(E) Ís given by:

C6
-T 

(E) Ng ... (2.10)nï(B) n(45.6 keÐ Coy l¡ (uv xoJ

where Ng Ís the nunber of x-ray evenËs aÈ an energy E and N (Dy rrr) is
the number of Dy I(s x-rays. The constants cg and c¡, may be calculated
from a knowl-edge of x-ray cross-sectÍons, fluorescence yields¡ .o.êtc.
(e.g. Ramsay et al., 1978). rn rhis fashion ¡.(E) was obraíned in the

energy range B keV to B0 keV. From these results e hras found to be

(0.60 t .01).

2.3.5. Electronics:

The electroníc circuit usecl is shovm in figure (2.4).X_ray events
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from the HPGe, which has its own built-in preamplifier, were transferred

to the cycrotron control room to an ORTEC 572 spectroscopy amplifier.

This has a pile-up rejection capability. This feature of the ORTEC 572

spectroscopy amplifier was particularly useful in dealing with possible

detection of two Ko x-rays which would interfere with the detection. of

single photon events. If signals corresponding to two events vrere

detected within 6ps, but no less than 100 ns, of each other, the

pile-up gate was closed and neither signal was passed on to the ADC.

Signals less than 100 ns apart were not resolved and were treated as

a single signal by the pile-up gate. Events passing the pite-up test

were routed to an ADC, Iabelled in figure (2.4) as ADCO.

For the purpose of continuously monitoring the performance of the

pile-up rejection circuit., the raw x-ray events from the amplifier were

routed through a second ADC to a different region in the data file

(marked "HPGe ungated" in figure 2.4). A comparison of the tv¡o regions

enabled an irnmediete test of the pile-up rejection circuit to be made.

The ratio of pile-up events to the expected number of single-photon

events was less than 0.01 in all the ïuns. For example, in the third

singre-photon rln described in 52.4.3, the number of pile-up events

per day was 5. This is to be compared with an expected rate of single-

photon events of 600 events per d.ay. These figures were calculated

according to equation (2.I) of Birchalt et aI. (f978). The circuit

used here was subjected to tests recommended by these authors and its

performance v/as found to be satisfactory for the present purpose.

Energy spectra were collected on-line w.ith the data acquisition

program MIRAD. The data were taken in 1024-channel binary files and

stored on DEC tape for later analysis on a PDP15/40 computer.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

2.4.L. Spectrum Calibration:

The energy specÈra were cal-ibrated before, durÍng and after the

runs using "n 
24LA^ source. A linear l-east square fit to the

calíbration data índicated no signifÍcant deviatÍon frorn l-inearÍty.

The energy scaLe was 40 ev per channel. A continuous monÍ,torÍng of

gaÍn fluctuations Ís provÍded by the positíon of the Rb 1{o and Kg

x-rays" They remaíned constant throughout the experíment to within

t 0"5 channel (t 20 eV) and thus served as an addÍtíonal check on

the cal-Íbration"

2,4 .2. Beam Þfonitoring

It r¿as not necessary to moniÈor the proton beam accurately sÍnce

the aÍrn of the experinenÈ Ìras the measurement of the single-photon

transi.tíon rate relative to the x-ray emisslon rate. llowever, a

knowledge of the beam current incident on target was required in order

to determÍne the transmÍssion of the Rb K¡¡ and Kg x-rays in Èhe

absorbers ernpl-oyed ín these runs (see 5 2.4.4). These data were used

to calcuLate the transmission of the síngle-photon l-ine. For this

purpose the proton beam was monítored usíng a suppressed Faraday cup

whose output was fed inÈo a current integrator and then to a scaler.

Faraday cup readings \¡/ere also used to verify that the observecl

Kd, cross-sect.ion was in agreement r,lÍth values measured previously

(Ramsay et al., 1978). Furthermore¡ the constancy of the x-ray yield

per unit charge throughout these experiments Índícated that there rvas
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no loss of target materíal and therefore no target deterloration caused

by radiation. The latter rvould have made it difficult to take into

account self-absorption of Ko x-rays and single-photon events in the

target materíal Ín a proper fashÍon,

2.4.3. Single-Photon Search:

Three separate runs ü¡ere carríed out in an attempt to measure the

(KhoCI/I{s) ratÍo for rubÍdíun. These runs r'rere basically similar but

díffer in detaíl. They will be dÍscussed in the order in which they

were performed.

In the first run, a current of approxímately 11 nA of 28 MeV

protons was used to bombard the 9,1 mg/cm2 thick target of RbCl. At

this energy the K x-ray yield, and presumabl-y the probability of síngle

phot.on events is at a maximum. An aLuminium absorber 3.6 mm in

thiekness rvas placed 10 cm from the target and just outside the kapton

window. The HPGe was placed l-3,2 cm from the kapton windoi¡. This run

Lasted for 9l.B hours.

The second run used a thicker RbCl target (11.8 nrg/"*2) and Al

absorber (4"7 mn)" The detector to Kapton window distance was reduced

to 3"6 cm and the beam currenL to 3.5 nA. The duratíon of thís run

was 20.6 hours.

In the third run the beam current r,ras increased to 50 nA and a

3"4 mm A1 absorber an<l a 20 mm paraffin proËon stopper rnrere used" In

order to l-imit the count rate in the electronícs to a desirable Leve1,

the upper and lower thresholds of the single channel analyser were
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adjusted such that only x-ray events Ín the energy range of ínteiest

were recorcled. This run lasted f.or 257.6 hours and the resulting

spectrum is shown in figure Q.5). The data are scaled by a factor of

L|40. The shape of the background may be explained by consÍderíng the

transmission of photons in matter as a function of energy (Price et 'al. ,

t_957) 
"

Peaks in figure (2"5) that do not correspond to the target material

are beLieved to arj.se from inpuritíes ín the Al absorber. This applies

to cadmium, silver and tin" The peak near channel 850 is due to

tantal-um. This contaminates the target since the RbCl material is

evaporated using a Èantalun boat. The apparently 1-arge size of the Ta

peak is due Ëo the fact that íts energy is Ín a regÍon where the

absorber is íneffective.

2.4,4 " Data Analysis:

It is clear from figure (2.5) that no peak corresponding to the

__hK"sç¿ energy was observed Ín any of the runso The data analysis was

aimed, therefore, at establishing an upper l-imit on the lxh¿o,/fo) raËio,

The upper Limit, vith 95% confídence, for the number of counts

ín a peak sittíng on a background several orders of magnÍtude larger

in size corresponds to twice the square root of the number of background

counts in the area lying under the peak. The single photon peak is

assumed to be 11 channels wide (t 4+0 eV). This assumpËion is consistent

r,¡ith the measuïed resolution of Ëhe HPGe detector" It ís relevant to

note that the FI,IHM of the 26.35 kev ]-ray f ro* 2414* as neasured by the

.i.
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Figure 2.5 Single-photon energy spectrum: píle-up rejection

circuít, 11.8 *g/"r2 RbCl target, 3.4 mm A1 absorber

plus 20 mm paraffin proton-sÈopper. The spectrum

is scaled by a factor of 7140. The region ín rvhích

the síngle-photon peak is expected to appear is

shown in an expanded form.
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HPGe detector \,üas ll channels. In thÍs case the upper limit on the

ratio observed Ín a particular run would be:

(Khoo/Ko) < t2,Ã_/NKol a.s ...(2.r1)

where N6 is the number of background counts observed and N6o is the number

of Ko events recorded. t'at' is the factor expressing the transmission 
.

of Ko x-rays ín comparison w1Èh expected single-photon events in the

kapton rvindorv, absorbers and air path, It ís related Ëo r of equation

(2.8). Its determination is díscussed in detail below. e is a factor

accounting for changes in the efficiency of the HPGe detector with

phoÈon energy as defined ín equatíon (2.9). Its value has already been

determined in 52 .3.4. The upper límit with 67% confidence level is

half of that given by equatÍon (2.11) above.

This method of analysis has been shorvn to give results whích are

ín very good agreement rvith predíctions based on the Poisson distribution

(nirchal1- et al., 1978).

The factor expressing the relative transmission rvas obtained by

measuring the transmÍ.ssion directly. In the case of A1 absorbers and

paraffin proton stopper the transmission \^Ias measured using the K x-ray

line from the t,arget itself on runs wíth and without absorbers ín place.

These measurements r^rere checked using ur, 241Atn source and reasonable

agreemenL was obtaíned. The error in the measurement of the transmissj.on

through the Al absorbers was B% for the 3'6 mm and 3.4 mm absorbers

anð, 57, for the 4.7 mm absorber. The error in the measurement of

transmission through the paraffin block used in the third síngle-

photon run amounted to 6.4%. These errors ín measurement form the

sources of uncertaínty in the transmission factor "4" ciefíned earlier
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and are shortrn as an error Ín t'at' 1n table

for the first singl-e-photon run, 8"7% f.or

the third run.

(2.3). They amount to 3.6%

the second run and 112 for

Transmíssion measurements htere then correcËed for aÈtenuatÍon in

the rapton window, aÍr path and the Be windor.r of the detector. The'

correctíon is 0.8% for 50"6 pm KapËon, 5,L7. for 13.2 cm air path

(6apton window to detecËor distance ín the first run), 37. for 3.6 cm

aír path (KapLon window to detecËor distance Ín the second and third

runs) and 0.6% for the l-,27 ¡rm Be window. These correctíons r.rere

calculated using the mass attenuation coeffícients of Veigle (1973) 
"

The corrections amount t,o 6" 5% fox the first single-photon run and

4.47" f.or the second and third runs 
"

A further correction factor due to self-absorption in the target

was also included. This correctíon takes into account the fact that the

x-ray events oríginate from the entire bulk of the target and not only

the surface. First of al-l, ÍË was necessary to determine whether or

not the attenuaËion of the Rb x-rays in Èhe RbCl target vras linear for

the target thícknesses of interest (up to a maximum of 11"8 ng/cm2).

In order to do that, RbCl targets of various thícknesses (0"58 mg/cm2

ô
to Ll-,8 mg/cm') were fabríeated by the evaporatÍon process outlined

in 92.3"2, and then Írradiated with a beam of 28 MeV protons in a

typical PIXE experiment (McKee et al-., 1981). The resulËs of this

test indicated that the number of Rb K x-rays per uniÈ charge per unit

thickness of RbCl tras constant over the range of thicknesses invest.igated
.,

(0"58 mg/cm'to 11"8 mg/cm'). This rneant that the attenuation of the

x-rays in the target can be accounted for by simple integration over
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the target thickness. The correction to the factor "atì due to self-

absorpÈion r,/as found to be 37, for the 9 .I ^g/"^2 thÍck RbCl target

r,rhile ft was 4'/" for the 1l.B *g/"*2 thick RbCl target, The mass

attenuation coeffÍcients of Veigle (1973) rvere used in order to obtain

these results



Table 2.3 Síngle-photon results.

91.8

20.6
{
È

¡

257 .6

J

Upper LimíË on çrhoo/xs) raÈio

677" conî.idence level

(4.2!0.2)x10 -7

(9.0t0.5)x10 -7

(6.010.s)x10 -8

957. conf.idence level

-7(8.310.3)x10

-6(1.8r0.1)xl0

(1.2 I 0.1-) x 10-7

2.28 x L0-6

a

Ep
I

= 28 MeV
I(this work)

-49.1 3.6 mm Al- (1.1 !.04)x10

-5
11. B 4.7 mm A1 (2.3x"2) x10

-4
r-1. B 3.4 mm AI

*20 nm
Paraffín

(1.8t.2) x10

Ep = 22 luteY (nirchall et al . , L978)

9.0 4.9 rnm A1

AbsorberRbCl Target
Thíckness

(ng/cm2)

ToËal Charge
on Target
(Coulomb)

3.62 x 10

-42.45 x I0

-z4.66 x 10

TÍrne
(hours)
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2.5 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of the analysis of the data from the various runs are

shor,rn in table (2.3>. The data are presented in the form of an upper

l-Ímit on the ratio of two-electron single-photon to one-electron

single-photon transitions,, f.e. (*hoo/(ü), at 957" and,677" confidence

Levels. Tabulated along with these results is the best resul_t

available prior to this work" The limit was obtaÍned using a 3.4 mm

Al absorber anrl a 20 mm paraffin block as a proÈon-st,opper. The

required level of sensitivity of less than 10-7 has been achie-ved. The

present il_easurement suggests Èhat the theoreEical models outlÍned ín

82.2 may not describe the transítíon process successfully" Therefore

the numerical predictions, based on calculations employtng these models

and listed in tabl-e (2.1), may overestÍmate the magnitude of the (Úoo/Ko.)

ratio" The exiseing Èheory. then, may Ínclude assumþtions that do noË

account for the eorrelated transiÈion process correctly. It is also

demonstrated that the "prescrÍption" for calculatj.ng multiple ionizatÍon

cross-sections suggested by McGuire and Richard (Ig73) gÍves results

which are in excess of two times hígher than the predictions of the

impact parameter model.
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CHAPTER THREB

DESTGN AND FEASIBILITY STUDY

OF A PROTON MICROPROBE FOR

K X_RAY STUDIES
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3.1 THE ROLE OF K X-RAYS AS AN ANALYTICAL TOOL

By way of an íntroduction to this chapter, the value of x-rays

as an analytical tool is briefly díscussed. special emphasis is

pl-aced on the study of K x-rays induced by 20-50 Mev protons, r¡ u"ailriay

which has been ín progress at the University of Manítoba Cyclotron

Laboratory for the past eíght years.

Particle induced x-ray emission (P.I.X.E") has become a rvidely used

tool in the mícroanalysis of biologícal-, envÍronmental and metallurgícal

sarBples. Detailed accounts of Èhe technique can be found elsewhere in

the l-iterature (Johansson et 41., Lg72, Garcia et al., Lg73, Deconninck

et 41., 1975). PIXE is a powerful- tool for a varieÈy of reasons: It is

non-destructive and has a high sensitivity in terms of p.p"m. and even

p.p.b. due to the development of high resolutíon x-ray detectors.

Inherent difficulties r,rÍth the techníque are: The requirement of an

accurate knowledge of x-ray procluction cross sections as a function of

incident parËicle energy for all elements under consicleratíon, and at

low energies, diffic.ulty in unfolding peaks in the observed spectra"

Most laboratories ínterested ín PIXE r,rork use proton beams of 1-5

MeV ín energy from Van de Graaff accelerators. This is due nore to the

relative abundance of such accelerators than t-o any suggestion thaÈ

their energy range is the optimum for x-ray studíes. Furthermore, there

has been a widely-held bel-Íef that CompÈon scattering at hígher energÍ.es

r,roui,d produce a hígh enough background to obscure the x-rays (Gérve and

SchaÈ2, 1975). This ís however nof, Ëhe case and the situation is

clarified below.
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l"fuch cl-ean P.I.X.E" work has been done at the Uníversíty of '

Manitoba Cycl-otron Laboratory usíng protons ín the 20-50 MeV energy

range. Two nain objecËíves are ídentified \,¡iËh this work: i) An

understanding of the process of K-shell Íonizatíon and of x*ray emission

followÍng it. ii) The use of K x-ray fluorescence as a tool Ín

microanalysis. The fÍrst objectíve Ís of interest mainly because of

the fundamental physÍcs involved, however, Ít Í-s largely motivated by

the second, The usefulness of K x-rays induced by 20-50 MeV protons

as an analytical tool Ís sur¡¡marÍzed as follows:

a) K x-ray yields are maxim¿l for medium Z elemenÈs wíth 20-50

MeV protons (Ransay eË al., tgtg).

b) The technique yields high quality informatic¡n wíth low

underlying background (l'lílk et a1. , Lg77)

c) Simultaneous analysís of a sample for all elernents above Z=10

Ís possíble.

d) K x-rays from adjacent elements ín the periodic table are well

separated and are easily resolved by a suitable germaníum deËector.

e) K x-rays are much less attenuated by thin targets than L

x-rays. For typieal targets self-absorptÍon is negligible for K x-rays,

whereas for L x-rays it may be sígnifÍcant" For example, a goLd target

thin enough to transmit 95% of gold K x-ïays will only transmit l-02 of

the L x-rays.

f) proton energy loss in the target can be small. This ís

especially true for targets that have been ussd se far (typÍcal thickness

2.of : 500 ilglcm') "

g) accurate neasurement of K x-rays ernítted as a result of proton

bombardment nay be performed using intrinsíc germanium detectors whích
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have excell-ent energy resolution (for example 230 eV aE L4.4 keV and

448 eV at L22 keV) and high effÍcíency.

So far only bulk sampl-es have been ínvestÍgated. Particular

pröjects have concerned the study of possÍble biohazards of cesium fons

(Pinsky 19BI) and an Ínvestigation of the correlation between trace

eLemenË contents ín haÍr and mental retardatÍon in children (Balasko

and Brockman, 1981)

The next step ín the development of a precíse tool for trace

elemenË determination r,rould be to establísh a d.evice which Ís capable

of focusing an incidenÈ proton beam to a diameter of the order of 10 Um.

A bearn of this size can Ëhen be scanned across a sample Èo obtain

posiËiona1 infornation on the distributÍon of elements within the

sample and to establish physical form. Such a beam would be used ín

microstructure studies and in the investigation of health hazards ín

Ëhe environmenË. ApplicatÍons of the faeílity are briefly discussed in

a later section of this chapÈer. The focusíng systein required is

commonly referred Èo as a proton microprobe. It can be thought of as

a scanning proton microscope, The purpose of this chapter ís to

examine Èhe feasÍbili.ty of establishing such a system at the Cyclotron

Laboratory of the University of }{anitoba" The design considerations are

dÍscussed in Ëhe follorving section"
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3.2 DESIGN CO¡iSIDERATIONS

The proton beam leaves the cyelotron through a slít of dimensions

5 mm x 12 ¡nm in x- and y-coordinates respectively and propagates

along Ëhe z-axís. It is then focused by a quadrupole doublet (QD1,2)

Èo produce a 4 rnm x 4 mm spot 5.75 r.r further downstream (Figure 3,1).-

The field sËrengËhs required are presented in columns 3 and 4 of table

(3.1). Each quadrupole has a half aperture of. 52.7 rnm and an effectj.ve

length of 31.1 cm" The fÍrst quadrupole defocuses the beam in the

x-z plane and focuses it Ín the y-z plane. The second quadrupole

focuses the beam Ín the x-z plane and, d.efocuses it in the y-z plane.

The combined effect of the doublet is to produce a beam spot of the

dimensions guoted above, The doublet Ís a general laboratory Ítem used

on bear,rlines for beam focusing. Beam spots of millirnetre dímensions

are readily obËainable in a standard beam-optics settíng procedure.

The function of Ëhe microprobe-described below is to focus thís beam

dor.¡n to micromet.re dimensíons 
"

At poÍnt c, where the bean is /+ ¡nm in diameter, a sysËem of

collimators with diame¡ers ranging f.rom 20-70 Um is placed (Figure 3'1) ''

These allow a very small fraction of the beam to continue upon íts

journey to the target. The design is based on a 70 ym diameter

collimator. However, the argunent applies to the full range of

, collimaËor diameters consÍdered, as $'il1 become clear later on.

A system of four quadrupoles is placed 3"5 m further doL7nstream

from the collimator slit C (Figure 3.2). This set of quadrupoles focuses

the beam down Èo 10 pm <liameter. It is commonly known as the t'Russian
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quadruplet". The first order propertÍes of the system have been

studied by Dymnikov et al" (1965). This lens configuratíon has been

one of the most popular and most successful in lor¡ energy (few MeV)

mlcroprobes (e.9. Cookson and Pilting 1973 and Cookson et aL, L972).

This is because of its syTnmetry and its orthomorphic character (l,egge

1982) " This means that the magnetic fields can be arranged in such a

r,'ray thaC aberratÍons are cancelled or at least minímized.

Each of the four quadrupol-es has an aperture diameter, pole tip to

pole tip, of 5.4 cm and is 18.05 cm in J-ength (2f .1-5 cm effectíve length).

Neighbouring quadrupoles are separated by 4.5 cm. The fÍrst and

fourÈh quadrupoles (outer doubl-et) have equal buË opposite fl-elds, as

have the second and thírd quadrupoles (inner doubleÈ). The inner doublet

ís oriented at 90o relative to the outer doublet " The field strengths

as a function of proton energy for the system of quadrupoles comprísing

the mi-croprobe are tabulated in colurnns 5 and 6 of table (3.1). Field

stabilí.ty is a very important factorr. as is the relative orientation

of the quad,rupoles. Imperfect alignment can introduce serÍous t\^ríst

problems rvhích wíll throrv the beam out of focus (Kneis et 41. , 1982) .

This and other design aspects will- be discussed later on in this section.

A sysËem such as that descríbed above will focus a 35 MeV proton

beam emerging frorn a col-l-irnator slít of 70 pm dí.ameter to a spot of

1O pm diameter at a dístance of 3.1 cm from the exÍt of the fourth'

element of th.e quadruplet sysËem of magnets" The demagnification of

L/7 is expected to be smaller for parËicle energíes less than 35 I'feV

and for collírnator diameters smal.ler than 70 pm" The. reasons for this

are that the lower the proton energy, Èhe less ttre fíeld strengttr

'ì

,4.1,

jl
'a:)'
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Table 3.1 Quadrupole field st,rengths as a funcËíon of beam energy.

Tn = proton energy (ìle\')

P = proton momentum ()leV/c)

Focuses the
beam to
4mm
diameter

Qnr = field strength of the "first quadtt used to
focus the beam on the collímator slit (-ve;
defocuses in x, focuses i. y)

Qoz = field sÈrength of the "2nd quadt' used to
focus the beam on the collimator sliË (*ve;
focuses in x, defocuses Ír y)

= field of the first and fourth (outer)
quadrupoles of the quadruplet

Focuses the
beam to 10 Uin
díameter

Qo

aI = fíeld of the second ancl thírd (inner)
quadrupoles of the quadruplet

Tn(Mev) P (Mev/c) -n"'D1

(mT)

Qoz

(mr)

tQo

(mr)

tQt
(mr)

20 794 .7 6

218.03

239.16

258.66

27 6 .88

294,.06

310.37

25

30

35

40

45

50

156.23

17 4 .90

L92.03

207 .69

222.10

236.L2

249.09

r97,29

220.86

242.34

262.rO

28O.47

297 .97

3T4,I2

252.r4

282.27

309.62

334 "87

3s8.46

380. 70

401.81

545.78

610.99

670.2L

724.85

775.91

824 "O5

869 .7 6
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required t,o focus the beamf and the smaller the collimator slit

diameter, the smaller the maxÍmum diameÈer of the beam envelope will

become.

The overal-l- design Ís shown in figure (3.2), along with a calculaÈed

beam profile. Beam optics calculaËíons have been performed v/ith the

program TRANSPORT (Brown L972>. The target position is marked. Beam

cuïrents as a function of collimator diameters are tabulated in

table (3.2). This calculation i-s based on I ¡tA of bearn current emergÍng

from the cyclotron, a figure which is rather conservatíve. The current

density produced aE the target Ís approximately (3.8 t 0.4) pA.Uo,-2.

Beam parameËeïs aE ímportant stages of propagation are tabulated ín

rable (3.3). These, togerher wíth the data of tables (3.I) and (3.2) and

figures (3.1) and (3.2) look promisÍng.

scanníng of the sample with the mícrobeam may be achíe-ved by

mounting the target hoLder on a mícrometer arrangement which can be

freely moved ín the x- and y- directÍons. This rnethod Ís preferable

to that of deflecting the bean with the aid of electrostatic steering.

The latter causes a deteríoïation of the quality of the !oca1- point of

the beam spot as deflections away from the central axis are íncreased

due to stray electric and magnetic fields"

Bearn profile may be measured by scanning a fíne hTire across the

-'- beam and observing the characterisËic x-rays emítted as a result of

bombardment of the wire by the proËon beam. This method has already

been used successfully in conjunction with the study of slit scattering

carried out in thís laboratory and discussed further belorv" Another

method is observíng the width of radíation damage caused by the proton
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Table 3.2 Current on target as a functíon of collimator dianeter.

d(um) F r, (nA)

20

30

40

50

60

70

4.0 x 10
4

1.8 x 10
4

1.0 x 10
4

6.4 x 10
3

4.4 x 1-0
3

3.3 x 10
3

25

56

100

160

230

300

d = diameter of collírnator slít (Um)

F i fact.or by whích beam current ís reduced

I = current on taïget based on lUA emanating from 30o
T

slít and incident on the collimator slit
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beam v¡ithin a thin plastic scintillator foil. The method has been used

by Heck (1978) and proved to be useful. In addition to these methods,

there is the usual method of direcËly observing the beam with the aid

of an optical microscope (Cookson and Pilling , 1973)

So far the overall design of the microprobe has been discussed

Ín detaiL" In the remaining part of thÍs secËion some of the practical

problems that might be encountered are qualÍtativel-y discussed.

The first problem ís that of slit scattering at the collimator C

(fÍgure 3.2) . This topic has been examined in detail by Burge and Smith

(196L) urho conclude that the amount of slÍt scattering ís roughly

proportÍonal Ëo (t/gZ4¡. A, p and Z are the atornic weíght, density

and atomic number of the slit mat.erial respectívely. This favours

elements such as nickel and tantalum. As a first step in the study of

the relevance of s1j.t scattering to the Present microprobe design

four Ëypes of slits have been made out of stainless steel. These are

depícËed in figure (3.3). Slit type (a) was chosen because of Íts sÍmple

geomerry. S]-ir type (d) has been suggested by NobÍling et 41. (1975)

who cl-aim to have achieved a ratio of intensity in the beam spot to that

in the halo of 108. S1Ít types (b) and (c) were chosen because they

are simpler to machine Ëhan slit type (d) " Each slit was l- mm wide and

was placed in turn in the paral-l-el proton beam, The emergíng collimated

beam was detecËed by scanníng with an indium wíre' The indium Kq. x-rays

emiËted, as a result of the indiurn ruire inte.rcepting the proton beam

were then det.ected with a hyperpure germanium detector ^ The ratio of

the number of I{o x-rays deÈected to the number of incident protons

enablecl a determinatíon of the dívergence of the beam due to slit
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Table 3.3 Beam parameters

0
v

6.0 rnm 1.21 mr

22.7 mm,mr

2.0 mm 3.62 mr

5um 26.129 mr

X and Y represent the 1-, síze of the beam spot in X and Y directíons.

0 and0xy represent tlne r¿ angles of the beam in X and Y.

POSITION X 0x Y

30o slit (waist Ín X
buË not in Y)

collimator sl-ít (iocus
in X an<i Y) ( 70 ''¡n

d,iameter coll-iuator Ís
placed at this
posítion

target posiËion
(waist)

emittance

2.5 rnm 4.5 mr

35.3 mn.mr

2.02 mm 5.468 mr

5um 4O.472 mr
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,ri
n -l-T (b)

15"

(o) lmm

2.O3mm

(c) c
(d) 5 4o

l5'

5.lmm

Fígure 3.3 Types of slit designs investigated. (d) ís the

design proposed by Nobiling et al. (1975). R

is equal to the range of the proton beam ín

steel.
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scatÈering to be made. The IIIHM of the resulting beam profile vras

typically 0.6 rnrn. This investigation vras carried out at 35 MeV and 23 lleV.

Prelíminary results indícate that slit type (b) gives least divergence

of the four Èypes of slíts examined (22 at 35 Ìfev). slÍt scattering

r,rras approximatel-y a factor of tr'ro hÍgher at 23 MeV than at 35 MeV.

These results are qual-itatÍve at this sÈage of Ëhe Ínvestigation and

more work on this particular aspect of the design is necessary. It

is suggested that L00 Um rvide sliÈs are made and their properties

are investigated sysËematically before a parËicular col-límation scheme

is chosen"

Scattering of protons from gas particles is noÈ expected to be

a problem for proton beams of 20-50 MeV as is the case for proÈons of a

few MeV,

l"finimising chromaÈj-c aberrations requires the spreacl in energy to

be not more than 7 keV" This can be achieved by passing Èhe beam

through a 45o analysing magnet. A varÍation of the beam energy of this

pagnJ-tude contributes less lJnan 20% to the size of Èhe beam spot at the

target position"

Geornetrical alignnent probl.ems behave linearly ivith field stability

(Lobb, 1970). In this parËicular case the effects are less seríous than

those of chromatÍc aberratÍons since Èhey are additive and may be

el-irninated by relatí.ve rotatÍon of lens elements (Legge, IgB2). Third

order aberrations can be corrected by a suÍtably chosen octupole fíeld

at the quadrupole aperture (Heck, Lgl6).
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3 APPLICATIONS

There are trvo excellent reviews which describe the applÍcations of

mÍcroprobes to various fiel-ds (Cookson L979, Cahíll 1980). Therefore

it suffices here to discuss briefly several applicatÍons of special.

Ínterest to research programs at the Universíty of Manitoba.

Two particular areas wí11- benefit greatly from the establishment

of such a faeility. The fírst j-s the study of the spatial dístribution

of cesium ions in tissue of mice injected r,rith cesium, The ínterest here

is ín the environmental effeets and toxicity of cesium (PÍnsky 1981).

The second area involves perforrning scans of índÍvidual strands of

haír r,¡Íth the purpose of establishÍng the dístrÍbuÈion of various trace

elements in hair. The interest here is in the search for a correlation

between t.race elenent content in haÍr and Downts Syndrome (Balasko and

Brockman, 1981-). These tv/o areas have already benefited from K x-rays

as an analytical tool and bul-k sarnples have already been analyzed using

the PIXE technique" Prel-íninary results are promising.

other areas of possible applÍcation are in the fíelds of materials

science and earth science where tr.ace element and particle size

information are val-uable asseËs.

3
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3.4 CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, it has been shown in this chapter that it is

feasible in principle to construct a proton microprobe which focuses

a 20-50 Mev beam of protons to micrometer dimensions. preliminary

results indicate that problems commonly encountered in the design and

construction of such a facility are not insurmountable. However, the

discussion presented in this chapter must be regarded as exploratory

in nature at this stage and further work on the design details is

necessary. This has already been pointed out at various points in

the last section

A note regarding the time scale involved in the construction of

the microprobe is in order. Assuming the present capabilities of the

mechanical and electrical workshops of the physics department of the

University of Manitoba and that two graduate students* work on the

project as their theses topics, it shoutd take approximately one year

for the construction and. test of Lhe four lens etrements comprising the

microprobe and perhaps another year for the assembly of the device

together with auxiliary equipment¡ e.9. suitable target holder,

vacuum system, etc"

It is clear that the establishment of a microprobe facility at the

University of Manitoba will further the progress of research in areas

as diverse as environmental science, mental health (Down's Sundrome)

and earth science

Finatty, it is appropriate to cornrnent on how competitive such a

*Messrs. A.R. Helaly an<l R. Prakash, blo graduate students, have

started working on the microprobe as their theses projects.
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facility will be in comparison with mieroprobe facilitíes r.rhich exist

or are planned elser¿here. Legge has recently surveyed proton and nuclear

microprobe devel-opments (Legge , LgB2). In table I of Leggets artÍcle

all microprobe facilities are shown with the most pertinent data on

each. It is clear that all facilities, with the exception of the

Hamburg mícroprobe, use partícle beams of a few MeV energy for nuclear

reaction, Rutherford Back ScaËËeríng (P,jBS) and PIXE studies" PIXE

work in Ëhese laboratories utilizes K x-rays for light elements and L

x-rays for heavy elements. Difficulties associated wíth this procedure

have already been outlined in secÈion (3.1) of thÍs chapter. The Hamburg

group (Brückrnann et al.,1981) has reported on the successful completíon

of theÍr mieroprobe facility which uses 10-30 MeV protons from the

Hamburg cyclotron. They have achieved a spatial resolutíon of

approximaËely 40 prn and reported data on the spatial distributíon of

copper, strontium and calcium across samples. The Manitoba facility

is designed Èo be an analytícal tool, with better spatial resolution,

for elements of higher Z values. This demonsÈrates its uniqueness.
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APPENDTX A

CORRECTION FOR THE VECTOR POLARISATION

IN THE IIm=OII STATE

The vector polarisaÈion ímpurity Ín the m=0 state has already been

discussed Ín subsectíon (1.3.5) of the Ëext and is treated in deÈai1- by

de Jong (1981) " lfe start by the first of equations (1.19) and refer to

Ít as equaËion (4.1) here:

opz
-L1

'4G - ô')(1 - A . . . (A.1-)

The left-right as)'mmetry e is given by (Ohlsen and Keaton ' L973) z

3
2

D'z \' . . . (A.2)

sol-ving for 6
+

we obtain:

ô
'r ., ." 4e/3Av

' (1/Q - 1)
. . . (A.3)

The deuËeron analysing powers from 4u.(ã,¿)4ue of table

been used to d.etermine ô* values according to equatÍon (4.3).

(1.2) have

The

results as a functíon of proton laboratory angle are reported in table

(4.1) and used to calculaËe the correct value of the tensor polarisation

of the deuteron beam in equation (1.19) of the texË"



oq.

Table 4.1 Measured values of 6* at each angle

Ulab
p

(o )
+

ô

20

30

35

40

-L.32

0. 78s

0.9L2

1.066
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APPENDIX B

DEUTERON VECTOR AND TENSOR ANALYSING

powERS oF THE 4H"(ã,p)rr4"u *nocuoN AT

L4.8 MeV INCIDENT DEUTERON ENERGY

In this appendix the data resulting from the experiment descríbed

ín chapter one of the main Èext and presented ín figures (1.6) and (1.7)

are given in tabular form. The symbols used are self-explanatory and

repeated here for conveníence. Ep is the proÈon energy in MeV. Ay

is the deuteron vector analysing por¡/er and the error associated with

it ÂAt. Ayy is the deuÈeron tensor analysing poü/er with Íts error

^4.,.,. 
gltb i" the proton laboratory angle at ruhích the measurementvJ p

was carried out, The results are average values of le-ft and right

detector measurements except for the 20o daËa where results are those

from the left detector only.
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Table 8.1: olab _
p

^A'r

--
0.062

0.047

0.049

0 .049

0.048

0.046

0.045

0.044

0.041-

0.041

0.039

0.036

0.03s

0 .034

0 .031

0.029

0.026

0.023

0.019

0.o22

0.045

20
o

Ep(MeV)

4.L36

4. s06

4.875

5.245

s .615

5.984

6.3s4

6.724

7 .O94

7 .463

7.833

8.203

8.572

8.942

9.3L2

9,682

10 .051

]-0.42L

10.791

1t- .1-60

11.530

4.,

0.061

-0 .020

0.055

0.074

0 .020

0.01_2

0.015

0.035

-0.030

0.027

0.016

-0 .0s2

0.033

0 .006

-0.068

-0 .066

-0.146

-0.1"s6

-0 .179

-0.113

-0 .090

--ayy--
-0.516

0.001

0.026

0.115

-0 .04 7

-o.236

-0.268

-0.233

-0.155

-0.161

-0.189

0.036

-0.262

-0.l_84

-0.071

-0.011

0.113

0.L72

0.201

0.175

0 .152

aAvv

0.206

0.l_7.0

0.182

0.188

0 .176

0 .1,60

0.1_55

0.154

0.r42

0.146

0.138

0.L29

o.L22

0.118

0.107

0.104

0.094

0 .083

0.070

0.080

0.163
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Table 8.2: olab = 30
p

^A.,
-+

0.038

0.031

0.031

0.032

0.032

0.032

0.032

0.034

0.032

0.034

0 .032

0 .031

0.029

0.024

0 .025

o.042

o

Ep(MeV)

4.603

5.023

5.443

5.863

6.283

6.703

7.123

7.s43

7 .963

8. 383

8.803

9,223

9,643

10.063

10.483

L0.903

_ai
0 .002

0.ors

0.0r4

0.003

-0.0r3

-0 .060

-0 .119

-0.L44

-0.L77

-0.22s

-0.243

-o.298

-0.323

-0.303

-0.329

-0.294

Av.p

0 .093

-0 .010

0.081

-0.137

-0.080

-0.l_10

-0.155

-0.199

-o.t77

-0.L92

-0.138

-0. L46

-0.034

0.121

0.359

0.389

-éAyv-
0.120

0.1_04

0 .099

0.112

0.110

0.112

0.115

0.l_18

0.114

0 .115

0.107

0.102

O.OBB

0.070

0.058

0.096
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Table 8.3: 0
1ab

P
350

E,., (MeV)

-
4.603

5 .023

5.443

5 .863

6.283

6.703

7.L23

7 .543

7 .963

8.383

8.803

o 9??
J . LLJ

9.643

10.063

l_0.483

10 .903

4.,
-_-..J-

0"015

-0 .007

0.01s

-0.001

-0.066

-0.100

-0.1_56

-0.185

-0.231

-o.294

-0.337

-0.348

-0.38r

-0.423

-0.382

-0.24L

__AAy_

0.041

0.033

0.033

0.033

0 .033

0.035

0.034

0.037

0.036

0.037

0 .037

0.034

0 .030

o.029

0.038

0.077

Avv

0.092

0 .043

0.001-

0.02r

-0.0s6

-0.094

-0 .062

-0.134

-0 .1-s 7

-0.1_61

-0.129

-0.137

-0 .011

0.007

0 .130

ÂAvv

0.083

0.068

0.070

0.070

0.075

0.080

0.078

0 .082

0.083

0 .082

0.079

o.a74

0.060

0.054

0.06s
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Table 8.4: 0
lab
p

4Oo

Ep(MeV)

4.603

5.O23

5.443

s.863

6.283

6.703

7.r23

7 .543

7 .963

8.383

8.803

9.223

s.643

L0 .063

-Av
-o.o27

-0 " 
017

-0.002

-0.072

-0.093

-0 .120

-o .L7 4

-0.205

-0.288

-0. 336

-0.370

-0.407

-0.427

-0.442

AA.,_-J.-

0.053

0.o42

0 .043

0.045

0.047

0.049

0.052

0.055

0.057

0 .076

0.058

0.055

0,047

0.071

lyv-
0.103

0.066

0.063

0.017

-0 .181

-0.L72

-0.240

-0.381

-0.153

-0.289

-0.180

-0.096

-0.175

-0 .03s

aAvv

0. i-08

O. OBB

0 .089

0.092

0. r-06

0.109

0.113

0.L26

0. 110

0.115

0.103

0.087

0.079

0.102
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APPENDIX C

A POST-SUBMISSION NOTE IN CONNECTION

VIITH CHAPTER ONE

In the time period between the submission of this thesis and

the oral examination, Slaus et aI. (f983) have reported a study of the

¿. ->*Ue(ã,gp)n reaction at 12 and 17 MeV. This work has been drawn to the

ättention of this author by McKee (McKee, t9B3). fn view of the fact

that this is closely related to the subject of chapter one of this

thesis a few comments are necessary'

slaus et al. (1983) in their kinematically complete experiment

at 12 and 17 Mev report d.isagreement of their measurements with the

predictions of the three-body model of Koike (1980) as far as the tensor

analysing powers are concerned. The dísagreement is particularly serious

at 12 MeV incident deuteron energy. some improvement results at 17 MeV

^lab .^o olab - 1200 continue to be poorlybut the Ayy measurements at Uo = 2U ' Up =

represented by the three-body model. The authors conclude that tensor

analysing powers are sensitive observables with which to study the input

two-body interaction and the reaction mechanism. This, together with

the findings of Ishikawa et al. (1982) give an independent support to

the conclusions drarvn in section (r.4) of this thesis
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